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Description

This invention relates generally to cylinder locks, and more specifically to a rekeyable lock method and apparatus that wherein a master key lock system can be rekeyed externally for different master level keys as well as for different user level keys.

Lock devices generally known as tumbler pin cylinder locks have been widely used for many years to secure door locks, padlocks, and many other types of locks. More recently, variations and improvements have been developed for rekeying such tumbler pin cylinder locks without having to disassemble the locks. The following U.S. patents are examples of such externally rekeyable or changeable combination locks: U.S. Patent No. 3,078,705, issued to D. Morrison, Jr.; U.S. Patent No. 3,070,987, issued to A. R. Baker, et al.; U.S. Patent No. 3,125,878, issued to L. Gutman; U.S. Patent No. 3,663,071, issued to L. N. Barger; U.S. Patent No. 3,175,378, issued to F. J. Russell; U.S. Patent No. 3,073,146, issued to G. P. Patriquin; U.S. Patent No. 1,865,568, issued to N. B. Hurd; and, U.S. Patent No. 4,195,480, issued to J. Pechner.

The Morrison patent, U.S. Patent No. 3,078,705, as well as the Republic of Germany Patent No. DE3040646AL, issued to F. Muus on June 19, 1981, disclose a method and apparatus for rekeying tumbler pin cylinder locks by utilizing a short temporary pin or wafer between the driver and tumbler pins to create a different shear line that is alignable by the appropriate key bitting with the shear line between the lock cylinder and housing to allow the cylinder to be rotated by the key. When the lock is to be rekeyed, a special disabling key is inserted into the keyway in the cylinder. This special disabling key and bitting thereon cut to push the wafer into the top chamber and a notch in its spine opposite the bitting to receive and capture the wafer when the key and cylinder are rotated 180 degrees. The captured wafer is then extracted and expelled from the lock when the special key is pulled out of the keyway.

While the Morrison and Muus devices are effective to rekey the lock, there are several problems with its use. One of the most significant of these problems is that once the temporary pin or wafer is removed from the lock as taught by Morrison and Muus, one cannot rekey the special disabling key into the keyway and turn the cylinder with it. If this is done, the top or driver pin in the top chamber will fall into the notch in the spine of the special disabling key. In that position, the cylinder cannot be turned again, and the special disabling key cannot be withdrawn. It remains stuck in that position, and the lock is rendered useless. It is, for practical purposes, ruined.

The only way to prevent this situation from occurring is to either destroy the special disabling key after its first use or take other elaborate precautionary measures to insure that it is not again mistakenly used in the lock. Unfortunately, many lock users do not take these precautions.

My improved rekeyable lock invention, on which my U.S. Patent No. 4,412,437 was issued on November 3, 1983, was an attempt to solve this problem. It utilizes a short temporary pin or wafer that is smaller in diameter than the main driver and tumbler pins in the lock. It also utilizes a notch in the spine of the special disabling or change key that is sized to capture the smaller diameter wafer, but which in combination with the keyway is too small to receive the larger diameter driver or top pin. Thus, the larger driver pin is physically prevented from entering the notch in the disabling or change key, even if that same disabling or change key is inserted into the keyway and turned after the wafer has been removed. While this improvement has eliminated the problem of irrevocably sticking the special disabling or change key in the lock, it does still have some unique problems of its own. The most significant of such problems is that the smaller diameter wafers have a tendency to flip over on their sides in the chamber, thus affecting the proper functioning of the lock.

The Morrison and Muus patents also are used only as construction keys wherein one key change is taught. My improved rekeyable lock invention in my issued U.S. Patent No. 4,412,437 expands such usage to include several levels of key changes for users. However, all such prior art patents have been limited to apparatus in which either user levels or master levels could be changed but not both.

More specifically, a master key lock system is one in which a master key can be used to unlock all of a whole group of locks, each of which requires a different user key. Such systems are often used by building owners to give the owner, maintenance, or security people ready access to many premises in the building, while the tenant's or user's key can only provide access to a specific one of such premises. The purpose of the master key is to reduce the number of keys the owner, maintenance, or security people must carry or maintain. However, while such master key systems increase efficiency, the existence of the master keys also reduce security. If a master key is lost, stolen, or secretly copied, every tenant's or user's premesis is more susceptible to unauthorized entry. If security is to be maintained, the owner must change all of the locks in the group for which the master key is operable. Such changing of many locks was a costly procedure prior to this invention, so there was often the temptation to forgo this expense and hope for the best. Unfortunately, from this approach, losses could occur, and the owner could incur substantial legal liabilities. Therefore, it has been found desirable to be able to provide high security rekeyable locks in which both user level keying combination and master level keying combinations can be changed independently of each other and without affecting the operation or keying of the other.

Another fact that exacerbates the security problems with master key systems, as well as with rekeyable locks, is that these master and rekeying
functions operate off a plurality of different shear planes between the driver and service pins of the lock as shown in the Pechner Patent. Unfortunately, the more shear planes, the easier it is to "pick" the lock and gain unauthorized entry. A number of improvements over the prior art are required to provide a lock system that is rekeyable for both the user and the master levels and is easy enough to use for ordinary individuals, yet reliable and secure enough to provide the protection for which locks are used.

Another limitation of the prior art rekeyable locks, such as the Morrison and Muus patents, as well as my prior art apparatus in my U.S. Patent No. 4,412,437, is that the cylinders and keys in those locks have to be rotated 180 degrees in order to align the removal notch in the key spine with the temporary pin or wafer in order to capture and remove the wafer from the lock. Unfortunately, the latch mechanisms to which many of these locks are connected in doors, padlocks, and other devices, do not accommodate or allow 180 degree rotation of the lock cylinder. Such installations cannot utilize the rekeyable locks shown in the Morrison or Muus patents or in that rekeyable lock shown in my U.S. Patent No. 4,412,437. Several other prior art patents, such as those issued to Patriquin, Russell, Baer, Barger, and Hurd, disclose externally rekeyable locks that do not require 180 degree rotation of the cylinder, but they only show one available rekeying operation. Therefore, there is still a need for a rekeyable lock that can be rekeyed a multiple of times externally for use with multiple user level and/or master level rekeying.

In summary, the prior art rekeyable locks do not provide multiple user level and master level rekeyable options. Further, they do not provide foolproof mechanisms for users or sufficient security from being picked or opened by unauthorized persons, especially in the multiple level rekeyable configurations.

According to the present invention, there is provided a unit having a key and a lock apparatus, the lock apparatus having a housing, a cylinder rotatably positioned in said housing with a longitudinal keyway therein, a plurality of pin chambers extending radially from said housing into said cylinder to intersect said keyway, driver pins slideably positioned in the housing portions of said pin chambers, and service pins positioned in the cylinder portions of said pin chambers, the interface between said cylinder and said housing defining a shear plane through which said driver pins and service pins can extend to prevent rotation of said cylinder in said housing, and removable user level spacer means for user key rekeying, comprising at least one spacer positioned in one of said common pin chambers between the driver and service pins therein;

and the key being a user key having bitting means thereon for positioning the bottom of the driver pin in said one common pin chamber at said shear plane and the top of the service pin in the other of said common pin chambers at said shear plane;

removal means being provided for removing said user level spacer means from said one common pin chamber;

characterised in that there is further provided removable master level spacer means for master key re-keying, comprising at least one spacer positioned in another of said common pin chambers between the driver and service pins therein;

a master key having bitting means thereon for positioning the top of the service pin in said one common chamber at said shear plane and the bottom of the driver pin in the other of said common pin chambers at said shear plane;

removal means for removing said master level spacer means from said other common pin chamber;

and

permanent master spacer means positioned in a third common pin chamber between the driver and service pins therein, and in that said user key has bitting means thereon for positioning the top of the service pin in said third common pin chamber at said shear plane and said master key has bitting means thereon for positioning the bottom of the driver pin in said third common pin chamber at said shear plane.

This invention also includes a method of rekeying a unit having a key and a lock apparatus as recited in the second independent claim.

This invention thus provides a user level and/or master level externally rekeyable lock. The user level changes are independent of, and do not affect, the master key configurations and vice versa.

Embodiments of this invention may provide an externally rekeyable tumbler pin cylinder lock in which full size removable wafers are used in combination with a special key adapted for removing the wafer for such rekeying, and wherein re-insertion and re-use of the special key does not result in sticking the key in the lock and rendering the lock unusable.

Embodiments of this invention may also be developed to provide a multiple level externally rekeyable lock that does not require 180 degree cylinder rotation for rekeying.

Lock units in accordance with this invention may be designed to provide such increased security by apparatus that inhibits or eliminates detection of shear plane alignment for the individual tumbler pins in a tumbler pin cylinder lock.

In summary, the apparatus of this invention may comprise a tumbler pin lock that has a plurality of level change pin wafers in one pin chamber for a number of user level keying options and a plurality of level change pin wafers in another pin chamber for a number of master level keying options. In order to separate the master key system from the user key system, the user keys generally work off the shear line at the bottom of the driver pin and over the user level change wafers in the chamber containing the user level change wafers and off the shear line at the top of the service pin and under the master level
change wafers. The master key, on the other hand, works off the shear line at the top of the service pin and under the user level change wafers in the chamber containing the user level change wafers and off the bottom of the driver pin and over the master level change wafers in the chamber containing the master level change wafers. An additional permanent master pin wafer is also provided in another chamber of the lock to keep the master and user keys distinct after all the level change wafers have been removed. The cylinder may have bevelled edges along the keyway for camming the driver pins out of the ejection notches in the spines of the level change keys.

For additional security, the level change wafers may be provided in a unitary rigid stack. The wafers in the stack may be secured by an adhesive or by a rigid core of frangible material through the centers of the wafers or by a rigid sleeve of frangible material around the peripheral surfaces of the wafers. The solid frangible material is preferably graphite to lubricate the lock.

High security embodiments of the invention may include interlocking cotters and slots on the bottoms of driver pins and tops of service pins, respectively, that have to be oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder in order for the cylinder to rotate. The cotters can have rounded cam surfaces on the bottom, or they can be squared. If they are squared, adjacent slots in the cylinder are provided to cam the cotters out of the pin chambers in the cylinder so the cylinder can rotate to open the lock.

For locks that cannot accommodate 180° rotation of the cylinder, this invention also includes alternate embodiments for rekeyable multiple level user and master levels according to the principles of this invention. In one such embodiment, ejection holes through the lock body are provided adjacent the pin chambers through which level change wafers are ejected by rotation of the cylinder. Recessed troughs in the cylinder, either connected to the pin chamber therein or angularly spaced apart from the pin chamber, provide positive engagement to eject the level change wafers through the ejection holes and out of the lock. A blocking wafer larger than the ejection hole is also provided to retain master level change wafers in the lock during user level key operations. Another embodiment of this invention has change wafer capture holes in the cylinder deep enough to capture and retain a multiple of level change wafers. The capture holes and level change wafers are smaller in diameter than the driver pins, and blocking wafers larger in diameter than the capture holes are provided to block level change wafers out of the captive holes when level changes are not desired.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in, and form a part hereof, the specifica-

tions, illustrate the preferred embodiments of the present invention, and together with the description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a side elevation view of a key that is typical of the key utilized in the present invention and illustrating the conventional terminology for bits and cuts as used in the description of this invention;

Figure 2 is an isometric view showing the cylinder, tumbling pin, and key components of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention;

Figure 3 is an isometric view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention in a high security lock embodiment;

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the first level user key inserted therein;

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 5—5 of Figure 4;

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the first level user key positioned therein and rotated 180°;

Figure 7 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 7—7 of Figure 6;

Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the first level master key positioned therein;

Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 9—9 of Figure 8;

Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the first level master key positioned therein and rotated 180°;

Figure 11 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 11—11 of Figure 10;

Figure 12 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the second level key positioned therein;

Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 13—13 of Figure 12;

Figure 14 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the second level user key positioned therein and rotated 180°;

Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 15—15 of Figure 14;

Figure 16 is a cross-sectional view of the
multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the second level user key positioned therein and illustrating the removal of the first level wafer;

Figure 17 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 17—17 of Figure 16;

Figure 18 is a cross-sectional view of the user and master key system of the present invention with the first level user key reinserted therein after the first level wafer has been removed;

Figure 19 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 19—19 of Figure 18;

Figure 20 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the first level master key inserted therein to illustrate the operation thereof after the first level wafer has been removed;

Figure 21 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 21—21 of Figure 20;

Figure 22 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken with the second level user key reinserted therein and rotated 180° after the first level user wafer has been removed;

Figure 23 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 23—23 of Figure 22;

Figure 24 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention similar to that illustrated in Figure 23, but with the cylinder rotated several degrees to illustrate the upward biasing of the keyway sides on the driver pin to move the driver pin out of the keyway;

Figure 25 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention similar to Figures 23 and 24 but with the cylinder rotated an additional several degrees illustrating the successful removal of the driver pin from the keyway;

Figure 26 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention similar to Figures 23, 24, and 25, but with the cylinder successfully rotated to the position where it can be removed;

Figure 27 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system with the second level master key positioned therein;

Figure 28 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 28—28 of Figure 27;

Figure 29 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system with the second level master key positioned therein and rotated 90°;

Figure 30 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 30—30 of Figure 29;

Figure 31 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the second level master key positioned therein to remove the first level master wafer therefrom;

Figure 32 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 32—32 of Figure 31;

Figure 33 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention showing the first level master key reinserted therein after the first level master wafer has been removed;

Figure 34 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 34—34 of Figure 33;

Figure 35 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the second level user key reinserted therein and shown operable after the first level master wafer has been removed therefrom;

Figure 36 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 36—36 of Figure 35;

Figure 37 is a side elevation view of the third level user key;

Figure 38 is a side elevation view of the fourth level user key;

Figure 39 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the fifth level user key positioned therein;

Figure 40 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 40—40 of Figure 39;

Figure 41 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the third level master key positioned therein;

Figure 42 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 42—42 of Figure 41;

Figure 43 is an isometric view of a stack of multiple level removable wafers for use in the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with the wafers in the stack adhered together in a solid column;

Figure 44 is a cross-sectional view in elevation of the adhered multiple level wafer stack illustrated in Figure 43;

Figure 45 is an alternate embodiment of the multiple level wafer stack for use in the present invention with a solid, frangible graphite core therethrough;

Figure 46 is a cross-sectional view in elevation of the multiple level wafer stack illustrated in Figure 45;
Figure 47 is an isometric view of another embodiment of a multiple level wafer stack for use in the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention wherein the wafer stack is positioned in a solid frangible graphite sleeve; Figure 48 is a cross-sectional view in elevation of the multiple level wafer stack shown in Figure 47; Figure 49 is an isometric view of an alternate embodiment high security multiple level user and master key system according to the present invention; Figure 50 is an isometric view of the high security embodiment multiple level user and master key system of the present invention with an appropriately configured and cut key inserted therein for opening the lock; Figure 51 is a side elevation view of an appropriately cut and configured key as shown in Figure 50; Figure 52 is a top plan view of the key shown in Figure 51; Figure 53 is a side elevation view of a typical service pin utilized in the high security multiple user and master key system of Figures 49 and 50; Figure 54 is a front elevation view of the service pin shown in Figure 53; Figure 55 is a cross-sectional view in side elevation of the high security embodiment multiple level user and master key system of Figures 49 and 50; Figure 56 is a cross-sectional view of the high security embodiment multiple level user and master key system of the present invention taken along line 56—56 in Figure 55; Figure 57 is a cross-sectional view similar to that shown in Figure 56, but with the cylinder rotated several degrees to illustrate the upward camming on the driver pin by the cylinder; Figure 58 is a cross-sectional view of the high security multiple level user and master key system similar to Figures 56 and 57, but with the cylinder rotated an additional several degrees to illustrate the operational movement thereof with the driver pin cammed out of the cylinder pin hole; Figure 59 is an isometric view of the high security embodiment of this invention shown in Figures 49 and 50, but utilized only for the high security function without the multiple level user and master key system; Figure 60 is an isometric view of the embodiment of the high security lock system shown in Figure 59 with an appropriately cut and bitted key positioned therein to open the lock; Figure 61 is a side elevation view of an appropriately cut and configured key to open the lock as shown in Figure 60; Figure 62 is a top plan view of the key illustrated in Figure 61; Figure 63 is an isometric view of the essential components of another embodiment of the high security lock system similar to that shown in Figure 59, but with a different driver pin camming structure; Figure 64 is an isometric view of the alternate embodiment lock shown in Figure 63, but with a key inserted in the cylinder to unscramble the orientation of the high security pins therein; Figure 65 is a cross-sectional view of the fourth pin position of the lock shown in Figure 64 with the key inserted therein to position the pins for opening the lock; Figure 66 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 65, but with the cylinder rotated several degrees to illustrate the upward camming of the cylinder on the driver pin; Figure 67 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figures 65 and 66, but with the cylinder rotated an additional amount to show the cotter on the driver pin cammed completely out of the slot so that the lock can be successfully opened by the key therein; Figure 68 is an isometric view of another embodiment of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention which is suitable for uses in locks wherein rotation of the cylinder is limited by the latch mechanism to less than 180°; Figure 69 is a side elevation view of a typical padlock with a portion of the side thereof cut away to illustrate the position of the lock embodiment shown in Figure 63 therein; Figure 70 is a bottom plan view of the padlock shown in Figure 69 with the key removed and with the retainer mechanism removed to show the open chamber therein wherein removed level wafers can be discarded by the multiple level user and master key system shown in Figure 68; Figure 71 is a side elevation view of the multiple level user and master key system shown in Figure 68; Figure 72 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of Figures 68 and 71 taken along line 72—72 of Figure 71; Figure 73 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 72, but with the cylinder of the lock rotated several degrees to illustrate the operational ejection of a level wafer therefrom; Figure 74 is a cross-sectional view of the lock of Figures 68 and 71 similar to that shown in Figures 72 and 73, but with the cylinder rotated an additional several degrees to show the successful ejection of the level wafer therefrom according to this invention; Figure 75 is a cross-sectional view of the multiple level user and master key system of Figures 68 and 71 taken along line 75—75 of Figure 71; Figure 76 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 75, but illustrating a different master key therein for changing the keying of the lock for the master key part of the system; Figure 77 is a cross-sectional view similar to that shown in Figure 74, but with the cylinder in a position corresponding to that shown in Figure 76 to illustrate the maintenance of the present user keying combination while changing the master key keying combination; Figure 78 is an isometric view of a modified cylinder of the multiple level user and master key system embodiment shown in Figure 68;
Figure 79 is a cross-sectional view of the number 6 pin and chamber section of the multiple level user and master key system lock embodiment shown in Figure 78 with a first level wafer therein positioned for removal;

Figure 80 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 79, but with the cylinder rotated several degrees to illustrate the positive engagement of the level wafer to be removed therefrom;

Figure 81 is a cross-sectional view similar to that shown in Figures 79 and 80, but with the cylinder rotated several degrees in reverse to illustrate the operational removal of level wafer therefrom;

Figure 82 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 79, 80, and 81, but with the cylinder rotated an additional several degrees to illustrate the successful ejection of the level wafer therefrom;

Figure 83 is an isometric view of another modification of the multiple level user and master key system embodiment shown in Figure 68;

Figure 84 is a cross-sectional view of the number 6 pin and chamber position of the lock shown in Figure 83 with the first level wafer therein positioned for removal therefrom;

Figure 85 is a cross-sectional view similar to that of Figure 84, but with the cylinder rotated to engage the level wafer to be removed;

Figure 86 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figures 84 and 85, but with the cylinder rotated in reverse direction to illustrate the operational removal of the first level wafer therefrom;

Figure 87 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figures 84, 85, and 86, but with the cylinder rotated a sufficient amount in the reverse direction to successfully eject the first level wafer therefrom;

Figure 88 is an isometric view of the cylinder and driver pins of another embodiment of the multiple level user and master key system of the present invention for use with latch mechanisms that do not accommodate 180° rotation of the cylinder;

Figure 89 is a side elevation view of the multiple level user and master key system shown in Figure 88 with the operating mechanism therein illustrated in broken lines;

Figure 90 is a side elevation view similar to Figure 89, but with the first user level wafer positioned for removal therefrom;

Figure 91 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 91—91 of Figure 90;

Figure 92 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 92—92 of Figure 90;

Figure 93 is a cross-sectional view similar to that shown in Figure 91, but with the cylinder rotated 90° to effect the removal of the top level user wafer therefrom;

Figure 94 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 92, but with the cylinder rotated to a position corresponding to that shown in Figure 93;

Figure 95 is a side elevation view of the multiple level user and master key systems shown in Figures 88, 89, and 90, but with the top master level wafer positioned for removal therefrom;

Figure 96 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 96—96 of Figure 95;

Figure 97 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 97—97 of Figure 95;

Figure 98 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 96, but rotated 90° to show the maintenance of the user level keying during changing of the master level keying; and

Figure 99 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 97, but with the cylinder rotated 90° to show the removal of the top master level wafer therefrom to effect rekeying of the master level keying system.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

This invention is directed to rekeyable multiple level user and master key lock systems, including high security embodiments thereof. Throughout the description of this invention in this specification, various configurations of keys are described to illustrate the structure and operation of this invention. Therefore, in order to provide standard terms for this description and to minimize repetitious definitions of key structures, Figure 1 is included to illustrate a typical key K as used in this invention. The structure of key K is known in the prior art and has a head or handle portion H to facilitate grasping by a person’s fingers and an elongated shank S extending therefrom. On one side of the shank S is a typical bitting configuration for a six-pin cylinder lock. The bit positions in the shank S for corresponding pin positions are conventionally numbered from 1 to 6 beginning at the end of the handle H and extending outwardly to the distal end of the shank S. Thus, the first position or bit 1 is nearest the handle, and bit 6 is the farthest from the handle H.

The vertical depth of each bit is customarily called a “cut”. The cuts generally are indicated as increments of whole numbers designating the relative depth of the cuts for each bit. It is customary for such cuts to range from 0 to 9, with each increment being approximately 0.015 inches. Under this convention, as illustrated in Figure 1, a 0 cut has no vertical depth from the side surface of the shank S. A 1 cut has approximately 0.015 inches of material removed from a bit space, a 2 cut has approximately 0.030 inches of material removed from the bit space, thus proceeding to a 9 cut which has approximately 0.135 inches of material removed from each space.

For purposes of this invention, removable pin wafers are positioned in the pin chambers of a tumbling pin lock for setting the keying combination of the lock. While it is possible for such wafers to be sized corresponding to single cut increments in thickness, such thin wafers are not very practical in durable, reliable rekeyable lock systems. It has been found preferable to size these removable wafers with a thickness corre-
sponding to at least 2 increments of cut. Thus, Figure 1 illustrates only the odd numbered cuts 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9.

For simplicity, in descriptions of individual bite on the key bitting configurations to be described herein, each bit will be described with the format of the “bit number/cut number.” For example, a first bit position with a 1 cut will be described as B1/1C. Likewise, a sixth bit with a 9 cut will be described as B6/9C.

One of the significant concepts of this invention is a rekeyable tumbling pin cylinder type lock system which includes both a plurality of user level rekeying options as well as a plurality of master level rekeying options, wherein such rekeying options are attainable externally without having to disassemble the lock. Further, it is significant that the user levels and master levels can be rekeyed according to this invention independent of each other. In other words, this lock system can be operated or opened with a user key as well as with a differently configured master key. The keying combination for the user key can be changed externally, thus changing the lock to require a different user key without affecting the operation of the master key. Likewise, the master key level can be changed or rekeyed externally to require a different master key without affecting the operation of the user key. A number of user key level rekeying options are available as well as a number of master rekeying level options being available.

The basic form and structure of this multiple level user and master rekeyable lock is best illustrated initially by reference to Figures 4 and 6. Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view in side elevation of the rekeyable lock 10 of this invention with a first level user key U1 positioned therein. Figure 6 is a similar cross-sectional view of the rekeyable multiple level and master key lock according to the present invention with the first level user key U1 in the cylinder 20 rotated 180°, as it is operated in a normal manner.

The lock 10 includes a lock housing or shell 12 having an upper chamber 30 and a lower section 14. The upper chamber 30 has a plurality of vertical bore holes 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 extending upwardly therein in spaced apart relation to each other from the lower housing 14. Each bore hole or upper chamber 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 has positioned therein respectively slideable driver pins 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, which are biased downwardly by respective coiled compression springs 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66. The lower chamber 14 is essentially cylindrical and is adapted to slideably and rotatably receive therein the lock rotor or cylinder 20. The lock cylinder 20 is retained in the lower housing portion 14 by an end cap 25 screwed onto the end of the cylinder 20.

The lock cylinder 20 has a keyway 90 extending longitudinally therethrough, which is adapted to slideably receive therein the shank S of a key, such as the first level user key U1 illustrated in Figure 4. The cylinder 20 also includes six transverse bores or chambers in which are slideably positioned respectively the service pins 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. These service pins are sized such that when they register in the appropriately aligned bitings of the key U1, they raise the driver pins 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 therein to appropriate heights such that the interfacing surfaces between the driver pins and service pins align with the shear line 100. The shear line 100 is defined by the circumferential interface between the cylinder 20 and the housing 14. When such alignment is obtained, of course, the cylinder 20 can be rotated to operate the particular latch mechanism (not shown) to which the lock 10 is connected.

The above description is essentially background information to aid in the understanding of the structure and operation of this invention. The significant features of this invention for purposes of the multiple level user and master key rekeying options are illustrated in Figure 4 as the stack of four short pins or wafers 71, 72, 73, 74, the second stack of two short pins or wafers 81, 82, and the single wafer 80. It is significant to note that with the first level user key U1 positioned in the keyway 90, the stack of four user level change wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 are all positioned below the shear line 100, while the stack of two master level change wafers 81, 82 are both positioned above the shear line 100.

In this illustration, the four wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 are used to rekey the user level keying combinations and are positioned in the cylinder 20 between the sixth service pin 26 and the sixth driver pin 36. The wafers 81, 82 are considered the master key rekeying wafers and are positioned between the fifth service pin 25 and the fifth driver pin 35. The permanent master wafer 80 is positioned between the first service pin 21 and the first driver pin 31 and is illustrated above the shear line 100 with the first level user key U1 in position. It should be noted that while these wafers are positioned in the first, fifth, and sixth positions as described above, they can be positioned in any of the other positions or chambers as well. There can also be different numbers of these user and master level change wafers, as long as there is sufficient space in the pin chambers to accommodate them. However, for the purposes of describing this invention, the user key U1 is considered to work off the shear line at the top of the stack of user level wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 and the off the shear line at the bottom of the stack of master level wafers 81, 82. It will also be seen in the description below that the master keys, on the other hand, work off the shear line at the bottom of the stack of user wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 and the top of the master wafers 81, 82. However, it is understood that these working shear lines can be inverted such that the user keys work off the shear lines at the bottom of the user wafers and the top of the master wafers while the master keys work off the shear lines at the top of the user wafers and the bottom of the master wafers if desired. Likewise, while this description will proceed with the permanent master wafer 80 positioned above
the shear line 100 for the user keys and below the shear line 100 for the master keys, this configuration could be inverted as well.

Also, for the purposes of describing this invention, four user wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 have been chosen to provide five different user level keying combinations and two master wafers 81, 82 provide three different master level keying combinations. These numbers of wafers can be varied to provide different numbers of keying combinations, but this illustration is considered to be adequate and practical for most applications.

It is also noted, for purposes of this description, that each user and master wafer is approximately the thickness of two level cuts in the key. Therefore, this first user level key U1 is illustrated with the following bitting: B1/3C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, and B6/9C. (For a definition of these designations of bit positions and cuts, see the explanation above.) As shown in Figures 4 and 5, this key bitting combination of the first level user key U1 is effective to position all of the user wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 below the shear line 100 and the master wafers 81, 82, as well as the permanent master wafer 80, above the shear line 100. Also, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, this lock combination with this first level user key U1 is in a position to be opened, i.e., the cylinder 20 can be rotated by the key U1.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the lock described above and shown in Figure 4, but with the first level user key U1 and the cylinder 20 rotated 180°, as the lock 10 is operated or opened. It can be seen in the positions illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 that when the cylinder is rotated 180°, the spine SP of the key shank holds the driver pins 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 with their respective bottom surfaces at the shear line 100 to allow continued operation of the lock from this 180° rotated position. Therefore, the user level key U1 can then be rotated from the position illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 back to its original position as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 when the lock has been opened and the user desires to pull the key U1 out of the cylinder 20.

The operation of the first level master key M1 is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, wherein the first level master key M1 is shown inserted into the keyway 90 in cylinder 20. This first level master key M1 has the following bitting configuration: B1/7C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, and B6/1C. In this configuration, as briefly described above, all of the user level wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 are raised by the sixth bit B6/1C into the upper chamber above the shear line 100. The fifth bit B5/5C allows the master level wafers 81, 82 to drop below the shear line 100. Thus, as mentioned above, when this first level master key M1 is used in the lock 10, it works off the shear line at the top of the service pin 26 and the bottom of the stack of user wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 and off the shear line at the bottom of the drive pin 35 and the top of the master level wafers 81, 82.

The first bit B1/7C of this first level master key M1 allows the permanent master wafer 80 to drop below the shear line 100 so that it works off the shear line at the bottom of the driver pin 31 and the top of the permanent master wafer 80. The illustrations herein show the permanent master wafer 80 as having a thickness equal to four cut increments, thus requiring the difference of four cut levels between the first bit B1/3C and the user key U1 and the first bit B1/7C and the master key M1. As shown in Figures 8 and 9, this bitting combination of the master key M1 aligns all of the shear lines in each of the pin chambers so that the cylinder 20 can be rotated to open the lock, which rotation is shown in Figures 10 and 11. As illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, the spine SP of the first level master key M1 maintains the shear line 100 when the cylinder is rotated 180° to allow the cylinder 20 to again be rotated away from this open position to the closed position where the master key M1 can be pulled out of the cylinder 20.

The user level rekeying option is best described by reference first to Figures 12 and 13, wherein a second level user key U2 is shown positioned in the lock. This second level user key is bitted different than the first level user key U1 in the sixth bit. Specifically, the sixth bit of this second level user key U2 is B6/7C, as opposed to the B6/9C of the first level user key. This second level user key U2 also has a notch 96 recessed into its spine SP. This notch 96 is in transverse alignment with the sixth bit B6/7C and with the sixth service pin 26 and driver pin 36 in the lock 10. In this position, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, the first user level change wafer 71 is pushed above the shear line 100 by the sixth bit B6/7C of the second level user key U2. Thus, the operating shear line for the sixth position is between the first and second user level wafers 71, 72. However, as described above for the first level user key U1, the fifth bit B5/1C of this second level user key U2 still pushes all of the master wafers 81, 82 above the shear line 100 so that the working shear line in the fifth chamber is under the master level wafers 81, 82. This configuration is consistent with the description above wherein the user keys all work off a shear line under the master level rekeying wafers 81, 82. Further, the first bit B1/3C of this second level user key U2 also raises the permanent master wafer 80 above the shear line 100 as did the first level user key U1 described above. Therefore, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, the shear line 100 is unbroken, thereby allowing the cylinder 20 to be rotated 180° to the position illustrated in Figures 14 and 15.

When the second level user key U2 is used as described above to rotate the cylinder 20 180° to the positions shown in Figures 14 and 15, the first level changing wafer 71 is pushed by spring 66 into the notch 96 in the spine SP of the key U2. This notch 96 is recessed into the spine SP a distance equal to the thickness of the wafer 71, i.e., the thickness of a two cut. Therefore, when the wafer 71 is positioned in the notch 96, the shear line 100 is maintained between the top of the wafer 71 and the bottom of the driver pin 36.
Consequently, the key U2 can then be used to again rotate the cylinder 20 180° back to its original position as shown in Figures 16 and 17. When the rotor 20 is rotated back to the original position as shown in Figures 16 and 17, the first level user wafer 71 is captured by the notch 96 and carried out of the sixth pin chamber to the bottom of the cylindrical housing 14. Therefore, only three user level wafers 72, 73, 74 remain in the sixth pin chamber. When the second user level key U2 is pulled out of the keyway in this position, the first level user wafer 71 is ejected out of the lock, as more fully described in my previously issued U.S. Patent Nos. 4,412,437, and 4,440,089. The result is that the sixth bit B6/7C of the second level user key U2 operates off the shear line above the second user level wafer 72 as shown in Figures 16 and 17. However, as shown in Figures 18 and 19, the sixth bit B6/9C of the first level user key U1 is no longer high enough to provide a shear line across the sixth chamber. Therefore, the spring 66 pushes the sixth driver pin 36 across the shear line 100 into the chamber in the cylinder 20, thereby effectively preventing any rotation of the cylinder 20 in the housing 14. The result of this key change with the second level user key U2, as described above, is that the first level user key U1 is no longer operable in the lock 10.

However, as illustrated in Figures 20 and 21, the above-described user level change accomplished with the second level user key U2 does not affect the operation of the lock 10 with the first level master key M1. On the contrary, the first level master key M1 still is capable of operating the lock 10 in spite of the user level change because the master keys operate off a shear line under the stack of user level change wafers 72, 73, 74 and off a shear line on the top of the master level change wafers 82, 83. More specifically, the sixth bit B6/1C of the master key M1 pushes the user level wafer 72, 73, 74 above the shear line 100 and works off the shear line on the top of service pin 26, rather than on the bottom of driver pin 36.

Another significant feature of this invention is illustrated in Figures 22 through 26. In this illustration, after the second level user key U2 has been used to eject the first user level wafer 71 out of the lock, as described above, this key is reinserted into the lock 10 and rotated 180°. As shown in Figures 22 and 23, this position allows the sixth driver pin 36 to drop into the notch 96. In similar prior art rekeyable locks, this occurrence would have caused the second level user key U2 to become jammed or locked in the cylinder 20 by the driver pin 36 so that it could not have been withdrawn and the cylinder 20 could no longer have been turned. Such an occurrence in the prior art rekeyable locks would effectively disable the locks and ruin them for all practical purposes. Therefore, in prior art locks having similar mechanisms with full-sized notches similar to the full-sized notch 96 shown in Figure 22, it was essential once the second level user key was used to capture and eject the first level wafer from the lock, to be sure that key is never inserted into the lock and rotated 180° again.

In the configuration of this invention, however, this problem is alleviated by the provision of bevelled surfaces 92, 94 along the longitudinal opening of the keyway at the peripheral surface of the cylinder. This feature is also illustrated in the isometric exploded view of the lock cylinder 20 in Figure 2 with the second level user key U2 positioned therein. With these bevelled edges 92, 94 of the keyway 90, as opposed to the straight sides of prior art locks, the cylinder 20 can be rotated out of this position, even if the driver pin 36 does drop into the notch 96. Such rotation after the driver pin 36 has been dropped into the notch 96 is illustrated in Figures 24-26. When the cylinder 20 is rotated as shown in Figure 24, the bevelled edge 92 cam the driver pin 36 upwardly against the bias of the spring 66 until it is clear of the keyway 90 as shown in Figure 25. Therefore, the cylinder 20 can be rotated again the remainder of the 180° to its normal position shown in Figure 26. Once the normal position of Figure 26 is reached, the key U2 can, of course, be pulled out of the cylinder 20.

The result and effect of this feature is that a user need no longer be concerned about whether the second level key U2 has already been used to remove the first level wafer 71. The user can, with impunity, reinsert the second level user key U2 and rotate it 180° as many times as he desires, for example, to see whether that change level has already been rekeyed. If the notch 96 captures a wafer and ejects it from the lock, then it was not rekeyed at that level before but is with this operation. If it does not capture a wafer and eject it from the lock, then it can be inferred that that level change had been made previously.

This feature also eliminates the requirement to have a different second level user key for continuous use by the user that does not have the notch 96 in the spine 94. In this lock according to this invention, the user can continue to use the second level user key U2 with the notch 96 therein for opening the lock if he so desires without fear of the sixth driver pin 36 jamming the user key U2 in the lock.

With a change in the user level keys having been described above, a change in the master level keys is now described by reference to Figures 27 through 34. Specifically, in Figures 27, 28, and 26, a second level master key M2 is shown inserted into the cylinder 20 of the lock 10. This second level master key M2 has a bitting combination as follows: B1/7C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/3C, and B6/1C. Like the first level master key M1, this second level master key M2 has a sixth bit B6/1C that raises all of the user level change wafers 72, 73, 74 above the shear line 100 and operates off the shear line on top of the sixth service pin 26. Also, like the first level master key M1, the second level master key M2 has a first bit B1/7C that drops the permanent master wafer 80 below the shear line 100 and works off the shear line on top of the permanent master key 80. However, this
second level master key M2 has a fifth bit B5/3C that is two cuts higher than the fifth bit B5/5C of the first level master key M1. Therefore, this fifth bit B5/3C pushes the top master change wafer 81 above the shear line 100 and works off the shear line at the top surface of master change wafer 82.

This second level master key M2 also has a notch 98 recessed into its spine SP a distance equal to the thickness of the level change wafers 81, 82. This notch 98 is transversely aligned with the fifth bit on the key M2 and with the fifth service pin 25 and fifth driver pin 35 in the lock 10. Therefore, when the cylinder 20 is rotated 180°, as shown in Figures 29 and 30, the first level master change wafer 81 is pushed by spring 65 into the notch 98. Since the depth of the notch 98 is equal to the thickness of the wafer 81, a continuous shear line 100 is maintained over the top surface of the wafer 81. Then, the master key M2 and cylinder 20 can be reverse rotated 180° back to the original position as shown in Figures 31 and 32, thereby capturing and carrying the wafer 81 to the bottom of the housing 14. In this position, the key can be pulled out of the cylinder 20 to eject the first level master change wafer 81 from the lock 10. With the completion of this operation, the change of the master keying combination to the second level is accomplished. Then as shown in Figures 33 and 34, the fifth bit B5/5C of the first level master key M1 is no longer effective to raise the service pin 25 to a shear line. Consequently, the fifth driver pin 35 interrupts the shear line 100 as shown in Figures 33 and 34 and prevents the first level master key M1 from operating the lock 10.

However, as illustrated in Figures 35 and 36, the change of the master keying to the second level configuration of key M2 does not affect the operation of the lock with the second level user key U2. The user key U2, like the other user keys, works off the shear line at the bottom of the driver pin 36 and at the top of service pin 25 so that the ejection of the first level master wafer does not affect the operation of the user keys.

The above description, in conjunction with the figures discussed therein, describes and illustrates the change of a user key level independently of the master key operation, and it illustrates and describes the change of a master level keying configuration without affecting the user key operation. Therefore, a lock 10 constructed according to this invention provides the benefit of multiple levels of rekeying of user keys as well as multiple levels of rekeying of master keys independently of each other.

Since the principles, structure, and operation of the lock 10, including first level rekeying for both the user and master keys, are described and illustrated above, it is not considered necessary to describe or illustrate in such detail the similar operation for changing additional user and master key levels by ejecting additional user or master change wafers. Persons skilled in the art should now readily understand how the additional user and master level rekeying of the lock 10 is accomplished. It is believed sufficient to insure an understanding by persons skilled in the art to merely illustrate the third level user key in Figure 7 and the fourth level user key in Figure 8. The third level user key U3 in Figure 37 has the following bitting: B1/3C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, and B6/5C. The fourth level user key U4 shown in Figure 38 has the following bitting: B1/3C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, and B6/3C. These third and fourth level user keys are, of course, used to eject the respective third level and fourth level user change wafers 73, 74 from the lock 10 to accomplish the third and fourth level user rekeying.

It is considered beneficial to illustrate the final level changes of both the user and master keys to illustrate the purpose of the permanent master wafer 80. As shown in Figures 39 and 40, the fifth and final level user key U5 is positioned in the lock 10. This fifth level user key U5 has the following bitting: B1/3C, B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, and B6/1C. This fifth level user key U5 with its sixth bit B6/1C raises the service pin 25 to utilize the shear line at the top of service pin 26. In this position, the fourth level user change wafer 74 (not shown in Figure 39) is raised above the shear line 100, and can be captured in notch 98 and removed from the lock, similar to the procedure described above for the lower user level keys. For the purposes of this illustration in Figures 39 and 40, it is understood that the fourth level user change wafer has already been removed from the lock 10 by the fifth level user key U5. Likewise, the illustration in Figures 41 and 42 show the third level master key M2 inserted in the lock 10 with the second level master change wafer 82 having already been removed as described above for the lower level changes.

The result of all the level changes is that the lock 10 is left with only the permanent master wafer 80 in the lock as shown in Figures 39 through 42. Further, with the exception of the first bit, the final levels of the user and master keys illustrated here with user key U5 and master key M3 both have the same bitting. In other words, both the final level user key U5 and the final level master key M3 have the following bitting in common: B2/7C, B3/5C, B4/7C, B5/1C, B6/1C. Consequently, if the first bits in the keys U5 and M3 were also the same, the final level user key U5 would become a master key able to open all of the locks in the system.

In order to eliminate this problem, the permanent master wafer 80 is utilized with a different first bit in the user and master keys. As illustrated in Figures 39 through 42, the fifth and final level user key U5 has a first bit B1/3C, which raises the permanent master wafer 80 above the shear line 100 and operates off the shear line at the top of the first service pin 21. The third and final level master key M3, however, has a first bit B1/7C which leaves the permanent master wafer 80 below the shear line 100 and operates off the shear line at the bottom of the first driver pin 31. This feature keeps all the user keys separate from the master keys in a lock system.

Before concluding the description of this embodiment of the invention, it is appropriate to
reiterate that the feature illustrated for the second level user key U2 in Figures 22 through 26 wherein that key can be reinserted and used as many times as desired without fear of the driver pin dropping into the keyway 90 via the notch 96 to jam the lock is equally applicable to both the remaining higher level user keys U3, U4, and U5, as well as to the higher level master keys M2, M3. Thus, it is always appropriate with this rekeyable lock to continue using the level change key to open the lock as often as desired. It is also acceptable to use any particular level change key to check whether that level change has already been made by trying it in the lock and seeing whether it will eject a wafer.

Another variation of this feature is illustrated in Figure 3 for use in a well-known higher security lock. For purposes of explanation and understanding of the necessity of this variation for this type of lock, a brief description of the operation of such a lock is provided for those persons unfamiliar with it. Such a prior art high security lock modified for rekeyable capabilities according to this invention is illustrated in Figure 3. The service pins 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, and 126 index with the bitting on a key K to raise the driver pins 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136 against the bias of springs 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166 to establish a consistent shear line at the peripheral surface of the cylinder 120. However, in addition to such normal indexing, the service pins 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126 also have in their respective lateral sides longitudinal grooves 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146 therein. The cylinder 120 also has an elongated slot 175 in its side into which an elongated bar 174 is slideably inserted. This bar 174 is biased outwardly by two small coil compression springs 176, 178. When the bar 174 extends outwardly beyond the peripheral surface of the cylinder 120, an obstruction in the lock housing (not shown) prevents the cylinder 120 from being rotated, thus preventing the operation of the lock. However, in order for the bar 174 to be fully inserted into the slot 175 so that it does not interfere with rotation of the cylinder 120, the longitudinal grooves 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146 must be aligned transversely to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 120 so that they can receive the short fingers 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156 on the inside surface of the bar 174. If any of the service pins 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126 is rotated within the cylinder 120 so that its longitudinal groove is not transverse with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 120, thus cannot receive the respective finger 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, or 156 on the bar 174, then the bar 174 is prevented from being fully inserted into the slotted opening 175 so that the cylinder 120 cannot be turned in the lock housing (not shown).

In order to effect this alignment of the longitudinal slots, each service pin 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126 has a slanted surface thereon 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, respectively. The key bitting also has corresponding slanted surfaces thereon which index with the slanted surfaces on the service pins to rotate the service pins within their respective chambers in the cylinder 120 to properly align the longitudinal grooves 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146 to receive the fingers 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156 on the bar 174. Therefore, in order to open this lock illustrated in Figure 3, two conditions must be met.

First, the service pins 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126 must be raised the appropriate distances to create the shear line under driver pins 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136 in alignment with the peripheral surface of the cylinder 120. Second, the service pins 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126 must also be rotated so that the respective grooves 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146 can receive therein the fingers 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156 on the inside of the bar 174.

This type of lock, as shown in Figure 3, can be equipped with user and master level change wafers according to this invention as described above. For example, as shown in Figure 3, four user level change wafers 171, 172, 173, 174 are positioned between the service pin 126 and the driver pin 136. Also similar to the invention described above, two master level change wafers 181, 182 are positioned between the fifth service pin 125 and the fifth driver pin 135. Finally, as described for this invention above, a permanent master wafer 180 is positioned between the service pin 121 and the driver pin 131. Therefore, with these multiple level change wafers and the permanent master wafer in this high security lock, it can be used as described for the preferred embodiment above, to rekey multiple user levels and multiple master levels independently of each other.

It has been found, however, that in this type of high security lock, the level change wafers are not sufficiently confined by the bevelled edges 92, 94 shown in Figure 2. The side bar hole 175 tends to dislocate the wafer pins in such a keyway channel with bevelled edges 92, 94. Such dislocation can jam the lock. Therefore, the modification illustrated in Figure 3 includes tapered pockets having opposite sides 192, 194 in the straight edges 193, 195 of the keyway 190 under the sixth driver pin 136. A similar round, tapered pocket is provided under the fifth driver pin 135 having rounded, tapered opposite sides 197, 198 in the straight edges 193, 195 of the keyway 190. These pockets more effectively capture and retain a wafer, such as wafer 171, in the notch 196 from moving longitudinally in the keyway 190 during rotation of the service pin 126. Consequently, this bevelled edge pocket configuration is more reliable than the elongated bevelled edge configuration shown in Figure 2, especially for locks in which the service pins are rotatable. Of course, this round, tapered pocket arrangement can also be used in the preferred embodiment of Figure 2 described above instead of the elongated tapered edges 92, 94.

As mentioned above, additional user and master levels can be made by adding additional level change wafers to additional chambers in the lock. Such additional lock configurations would,
of course, continue to allow level changes as well as master changes independently of each other if the principles described above for this invention are followed. However, while such multiple level rekeying capability as described above have many beneficial attributes, they can also cause a significant decrease in the security of the lock. For every additional rekeying level provided, an additional possible shear line is also provided. Such multiple shear lines, of course, render such a lock much more susceptible to picking or unauthorized opening. Therefore, this invention includes additional embodiments and variations that provide increased security and resistance to picking or unauthorized opening, which are described in detail below.

As background information, the most common method used by lock pickers in picking locks is to insert a tool into the keyway of the lock and hold a rotational bias on the cylinder while manipulating the pins in the keyway with a second tool. When such rotational bias is maintained on the cylinder, an adept lock picker can "feel" over slight movements in the cylinder when a shear line has been found. Then, once such a shear line is found, the rotational bias maintained on the cylinder is also effective to hold the aligned pins in the shear line position while the lock picker moves on to the next pin to find the next shear line. Therefore, elimination of the lock picker's ability to "feel" the shear lines as the pins are manipulated increases the security of the lock.

The illustrations in Figures 43 and 44 show one method of eliminating a lock picker's ability to feel some of the shear lines created by the addition of multiple level changing wafers into the lock as described above. As shown in Figures 43 and 44, the four user level change wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 are glued together in a stack with a frangible glue material. The glue lines 201, 202, 203 retain the four wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 in a rigid column that has the practical effect of one elongated pin with only a shear line on the top of pin 71 and another on the bottom of pin 74, rather than the five actual shear lines contained in the stack. Therefore, when this stack of four wafers is positioned in the lock, a lock picker with his tools cannot feel the intermediate shear lines at the glue lines 201, 202, 203. However, when the change level key is inserted and operated in the lock, the glue line that is aligned with the shear line of the lock can be broken. Once the glue line is broken, the water can be removed from the lock in the manner described above.

The variation of this rigid stack of wafers 204 shown in Figures 45 through 48 essentially have the same functional effect as the glued wafer stack 204 shown in Figures 43 and 44. However, the embodiment 204 shown in Figures 45 and 46, the individual wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 have hollow core through which a solid frangible core of graphite 205 is inserted. This solid graphite core 205 retains the individual wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 in the stack. Again, a lock picker cannot feel the intermediate shear lines between those wafers because the wafers are prevented by the graphite core 205 from moving in relation to each other. However, sufficient pressure on a level change key can break the graphite core 205 at the appropriate shear line when the level is being changed according to this invention as described above. The broken graphite core 205 also has the additional advantage of lubricating the lock internally whenever the keying level is changed.

The wafer stack 206 illustrated in Figures 47 and 48 utilizes a sleeve of solid, frangible material 207 that holds the stack of wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 together. This sleeve 207 is also preferably a graphite material.

As is clearly illustrated in the cross-section of Figure 48, in this embodiment 206 the individual level wafers 71, 72, 73, 74 are stacked inside the cylindrical sleeve 207. Therefore, until individual wafers are removed for changing the keying combination levels, the shear lines between the wafer 71, 72, 73, 74 cannot be felt by a person picking the lock. However, when an individual wafer, such as the top wafer 71, is raised above the shear line for removal to change the keying level, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, the shear line between wafers 71 and 72 is aligned with the shear line 100 of the lock. Then, when the cylinder is turned with the key, the frangible sleeve 207 will break and shatter at the shear line between wafers 71 and 72 to allow the top wafer 71 to be removed from the stack as described above. Again, as with the embodiment 204 shown in Figures 45 and 46, the graphite material will lubricate and enhance the operation of the lock.

This wafer stack embodiment 206 illustrated in Figures 47 and 48 utilizes wafers that are smaller in diameter than the pin chambers in order to provide sufficient space for the sleeve 207. Consequently, this embodiment is particularly appropriate for use in rekeyable lock embodiments that utilize smaller diameter pins, such as the alternate embodiment of this invention shown in Figures 88 through 99 and described below, as well as in rekeyable lock apparatus such as that described in my previously issued U.S. Patent No. 4,412,437. When the top pin is sheared from the remainder of the stack in this embodiment, the graphite sleeve 207 around the pin to be removed completely shatters, leaving the effective diameter of the actual pin to function as described in those embodiments for selective removal thereof.

A higher security lock embodiment of the present invention is shown in Figures 49 through 58. In this high security lock embodiment, referring first to Figure 49, three of the service pins 212, 213, 214 in the cylinder 220 that are not being utilized for rekeying or master levels have transverse slots or openings 292, 293, 294, respectively, in their upper ends. The driver pins 232, 233, 234 in the corresponding second, third, and fourth positions have transverse narrow protrusions or catters 302, 303, 304 protruding from the respective bottoms of the driver pins 232, 233, 234. These protrusions or catters 302, 303, 304 are sized and shaped to be received into and engage
the respective slots or openings 292, 293, 294 in the tops of the service pins 212, 213, 214.

The remaining driver pins 231, 235, 236 and corresponding service pins 211, 215 and the service pin in the sixth position (not shown) are utilized in this embodiment much the same as the corresponding pins in the first, fifth, and sixth positions described above in the preferred embodiment illustrated in Figures 4 through 42. In other words, these pin positions include the rekeyable user and master level features described above. For example, the permanent master wafer 280 in position number one correspond to the permanent master level wafer 80 illustrated in the preferred embodiment above. Likewise, the master level change wafers 281, 282 in Figure 49 correspond to the similar master level change wafers 81, 82 in the preferred embodiment illustrated above. The user level change wafer 271 in the sixth position in Figure 49 corresponds to the similar user level change wafer 71 described in the preferred embodiment above.

The remaining user level change wafers in Figure 49 are positioned in the sixth pin chamber in the cylinder 220 under the wafer 271 so that they cannot be seen in this illustration. However, even though the additional user level change wafers are not shown in Figure 49, it is understood that they can be utilized there as in the preferred embodiment described above. Likewise, the driver spring 261, 262, 263, 254, 265, 266 bias the respective driver pins 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236 downwardly toward the cylinder 220, as described in the preferred embodiment above.

It should be noted in referring to Figure 49 that the orientation of the slots 292, 293, 294 in the service pins 212, 213, 214 and the corresponding cotters 302, 303, 304 and the corresponding slot 292, 293, or 294 of any of the pins is not positioned transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220. These components assume these scrambled positions when the key is removed from the keyway of the cylinder 220.

The purpose for this scrambling of the orientations of the service pins 212, 213, 214 is to prevent the cylinder 220 from being turned in the lock even when all of the shear lines in the pins are aligned. In other words, when any of the cotters 302, 303, 304 and the corresponding slot 292, 293, or 294 of any of the pins is not positioned transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220, the cylinder 220 is prevented from rotating in the lock body.

Therefore, in order for the lock to be opened, it is not only necessary to align the shear lines of the pins with the top surface of the cylinder 220, it is also necessary to reorient the respective coppers 302, 303, 304 and corresponding slots 292, 293, 294 transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220, as illustrated in Figure 50. In this position illustrated in Figure 50, with the driver and service pins in the second, third, and fourth positions are rotated as illustrated by the arrows to "unscramble" the orientations so that the coppers 302, 303, 304 and corresponding slots 292, 293, 294 are transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220 as indicated by center lines 292', 293', 294'. The cylinder 220 can then be turned by the key 290 to open the lock. Of course, the shear lines of all of the pins must also be aligned with the upper surface of the cylinder 220 in the conventional manner to open the lock.

The unscrambling or rotation of the pins in the second, third, and fourth positions, as shown in Figure 50, is accomplished by insertion of a specially configured key 290 having bevelled surfaces in the bitings for the second, third, and fourth positions, as illustrated in Figures 51 and 52. For example, the bitting for the second position of the key 290 has surfaces 222 that are bevelled or slanted at an acute angle to the longitudinal axis of the key, as illustrated by the center line 229 in Figure 52. Similarly, the surfaces 223, 224 of the respective third and fourth bitings of the key 290 are also oriented at an acute angle to the longitudinal axis of the key 290, as illustrated by the center lines 239, 240, respectively.

The remaining bittings for the first, fifth, and sixth positions of this key 290 have respective surfaces 221, 225, 226 that are transverse to the longitudinal axis of the key 290 in the normal manner, as shown by the respective center lines 219, 259, 269 in Figure 52.

The service pins 212, 213, 214 in the second, third, and fourth positions have essentially flat beveled surfaces or faces to mate with the bevelled surfaces 222, 223, 224 in the key biting. For example, the pin 214 for the fourth position is illustrated in Figures 53 and 54 having slanted or bevelled bottom faces 247, 248 for mating with the bevelled or slanted surfaces 224 of the key 290. The slots 292, 293, 294 in the tops of the respective service pins 212, 213, 214 are oriented such that when the bevelled faces of those pins are mated with the respective bevelled surfaces in the bitings of the key 290, the slots 292, 293, 294 are positioned transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220, as shown in Figure 50. Therefore, when the angle orientations of these slots 292, 293, 294 on the service pins 212, 213, 214 correspond appropriately to the angled or slanted surfaces 222, 223, 224 of the second, third, and fourth bitings of the key 290, then the slots 292, 293, 294 will be properly oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220 when the key 290 is inserted into the keyway in the cylinder 220. Of course, when the lock is assembled, the cotters 302, 303, 304 on the driver pins 232, 233, 234 are inserted into and engaged with the slots 292, 293, 294 in the service pins 212, 213, 214. Consequently, proper orientation of the service pins 212, 213, 214 will also result in the cotters 302, 303, 304 being oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220 as well.

The operation of this high security lock assuming insertion of a properly cut and bitted key 290 in the cylinder 220 is illustrated in Figures 55 through 58. Referring first to Figure 55, a first level user key 290 is shown in the lock 210 of this
In this embodiment, the user key 290 has its first cutting bit to position the permanent master wafer 280 above the shear line 100, its fifth bit cut to position both the master level change wafers 281, 282 above the shear line 100, and the sixth bit cut to position the user level change wafers 271, 272, 273, 274 below the shear line 100. Likewise, the cuts on the second, third, and fourth bittings are such that the shear lines between the respective driver pins and service pins in those positions are also at the shear line 100. Additionally, the slanted surfaces on the bittings of the second, third, and fourth positions of this key 290 are as shown in Figures 51 and 52 to orient the cutters 302, 303, 304 and corresponding slots 292, 293, 294 transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220, all as described above.

Figure 56 is an illustration of the lock opening at the fourth position pins, but it is representative of the lock opening at the second and third position pins as well. As described above, the key 290 is cut in this fourth position bit to position the shear line between the driver pin 234 and the service pin 214 at the shear line 100. In addition, the rounded cutter 304 on the bottom of the driver pin 234 is positioned in the slot 294 in the top of the service pin 214. Then, when the key 290 in cylinder 220 begins to rotate in the direction indicated by the arrow illustrated in Figure 57, the rounded surface of the cutter 304 is cammed upwardly by the edge 244 of the cylinder 220 adjacent to the slot 294. As the cylinder 220 continues to rotate, as shown in Figure 58, the cutter 304 is cammed and lifted completely out of the slot 294 so that it rides on the peripheral surface of the cylinder 220 as the cylinder 220 is opened. In reverse, when the cylinder 220 is rotated in the opposite direction, the cutter 304 on the bottom of driver pin 234 will fall back into the slot 294 in service point 214 when the driver pin 234 and service pin 214 are again axially aligned with each other.

It is important to understand that if the cutter 304 in corresponding slot 294 had not been oriented by the key 290 to a position transverse with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220, as described above, it would have been impossible for the cylinder 220 to have been rotated. The cutter 304, which is positioned across the shear line 100, would have prevented such rotation. It is only when the cutter 304 and the slot 294 are oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220 that the rounded surface of the cutter 304 will be effective to cam the driver pin 234 upwardly over the edge 244 of the cylinder 220 to allow the cylinder 220 to be rotated.

From the above description, it can be appreciated that this configuration provides a much higher degree of security than the preferred embodiment described above and illustrated in Figures 4 through 42. One of the significant reasons for such higher security, of course, is that the service pins 212, 213, 214 not only have to be lifted to the appropriate height to align the shear lines with the surface of the cylinder 220, but they

all must also be rotated the proper degrees to orient the slots 292, 293, 294 transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220. Thus, it is very unlikely that an unauthorized person would have a key configured to accomplish all of these functions.

Further, it would be very difficult for an unauthorized person to pick this lock. He would not only have to get the shear lines properly aligned for all six pins, but he would have to get the second, third, and fourth pins 212, 213, 214 all rotated to the proper orientation with respect to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220. Such a task would be extremely difficult, if not practically impossible.

It is also significant to note that this lock configuration provides an additional security advantage beyond what can be gleaned from the description above. Specifically, as described above, it is a common practice for most lock pickers to insert a tool into the keyway of the cylinder and apply a rotational torque to the cylinder. Then, while holding that rotational torque, they use a second tool to work on individual pins until a shear line is found. An experienced lock picker can usually tell when the shear line is found on a pin by "feeling" a very slight movement in the cylinder while he is holding the rotational torque thereon when the shear line is aligned. Then, by continuing to hold the rotational torque on the cylinder, those pins will be held in the proper shear line alignment while the picker moves on to the next pin to find the shear line alignment thereof. In this manner, an experienced lock picker can, without too much difficulty, progress usually from the sixth pin to the first pin of a lock sequentially finding the shear lines for each pin position, and thereby attain the opening of the lock.

In the present high security embodiment 210 of this invention, however, the lock picker cannot feel any indication in the lock for aligning the second, third, and fourth pins in their proper rotations. The cylinder will not rotate until all of the slots 292, 293, 294 are oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder. However, the lock picker has no way of knowing when such orientation of any one of those keys is reached. Further, he cannot feel when a shear line of any of these pins is reached because the cutters on the driver pins still extend across the shear lines into the cylinder when the shear lines are aligned. The downward pressure of the springs on these three driver pins also inhibits any feeling of shear lines until all three pins are angularly aligned at the same time when they can be cammed together out of the cylinder. Therefore, the lock picker cannot simply manipulate one pin until he finds the proper orientation and shear line and then sequentially move on to the next pins as he can in picking conventional locks. If he cannot get all three pins 292, 293, 294 properly aligned at precisely the same time, for which there is no indication by "feel" in the mechanism of the lock, the lock will not open. Therefore, this high
security lock embodiment 210 deprives the lock picker of his most significant aid in picking a lock, that being his "feel" of achieving proper pin alignments in the lock.

As briefly described above, the additional shear lines provided by the numerous user level change wafers 271, 272, 273, 274, as well as the additional master level change wafers 281, 282, the security of such multiple level user and master lock systems is compromised to some extent. However, with the addition of the unique configuration of the second, third, and fourth pin positions with the engaging cotter 302, 303, 304, and the corresponding slots 292, 293, 294, the security of such a multiple level rekeyable user and master key system is significantly enhanced. Additionally, when such a lock is also provided with the stacked change wafers illustrated in Figures 43 through 48 above, the security of such a lock is enhanced even more.

Figures 59 and 60 illustrate the high security features of the lock embodiment 210 described above, but without the multiple level rekeyable user and master key system of this invention. If maximum security, rather than rekeying ability, is the primary goal of a lock installation, then the features of this embodiment can be used in all six pin positions, as shown in Figures 59 and 60. In this configuration, all six service pins 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216 have respective lots 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296 in the tops thereof, all of which can be scrambled as indicated by the center lines 291', 292', 293', 294', 295', 296'. When so scrambled, the coppers 301, 302, 303, 304, 305' 306 on the bottoms of the respective driver pins 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236 all intersect the shear lines of the lock and prohibit the cylinder 220 from being turned, even when the shear lines of all six pin are properly aligned. Therefore, in order to open this lock, all six service and driver pins must not only have proper shear line alignment with the surface of the cylinder 220, but they must also be rotated as indicated by the arrows in Figure 60 to get all of the coppers 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306 and corresponding slots 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296 are oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220 as indicated by the center lines 291', 292', 293', 294', 295', 296'. As explained above, it would be extremely difficult and highly unlikely for a lock picker to be able to achieve all of these physical alignments without the benefit of the "feel of aligning shear lines on which a lock picker normally relies in picking conventional locks.

The key 299 shown in Figures 61 and 62 is illustrative of a key embodiment configured for use in the lock cylinder shown in Figures 59 and 60. In this key embodiment 299, all six bitting positions have respective slanted surfaces 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, as illustrated by the center lines 219, 229, 239, 249, 259, 269. These slanted surfaces in the key bitting correspond to appropriately configured service pins 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, as described above, for orienting the slots 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296 transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 220.

A variation 310 of the high security lock embodiment 210 of Figures 49 through 58 is shown in Figures 63 through 67. Similar to the lock embodiment 210 described above, this variation 310 in Figure 63 includes a cylinder 320 with service pins positioned in key chambers therein. The service pin 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, are shown, while the sixth service pin is positioned in the cylinder 320 under the level change wafer 371, thus not seen in this Figure 63. The driver pins 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336 are positioned above the service pins and are biased downwardly by respective springs 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366. A permanent master wafer 380, as well as master level change wafer 381, 382 are also illustrated. These master and user wafers function in this lock as they do in those embodiments described above; therefore, it is not necessary to describe them again in relation to this embodiment.

The significant difference between this lock configuration 310 in Figures 63 and 64 and the high security embodiment 210 described above is that the coppers 402, 403, 404 on the bottom of driver pins 332, 333, 334 are not rounded on the bottom surfaces. Instead, they are rectangular in shape with square corners on their bottom edges. Therefore, in order to cam the driver pins 332, 333, 334 upwardly as the cylinder 320 is rotated to open the lock 310, transverse slots 342, 343, 344 are provided in the surface of the cylinder 320 adjacent the pins 312, 313, 314. These slots 342, 343, 344 are recessed in the surface of the cylinder 320 a depth approximately equal to the height of the coppers 302, 303, 304 and approximately equal to the depth of the slots 392, 393, 394 in the respective pins 312, 313, 314.

When the orientation of the slots 392, 393, 394 in respective pins 312, 313, 314 are scrambled as shown in Figure 63 and illustrated by the center lines 392', 393', 394', the coppers 402, 403, 404 interrupt the shear line and prevent the lock from being opened. In order to open the lock, an appropriate key 390 has to be inserted into the cylinder 320 with appropriate slanted surfaces in the bitting thereon to open the service pin 312, 313, 314 so that the respective slot 392, 393, 394 are rotated to positions transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 320. Such transverse orientation places these slots 392, 393, 394 in alignment with the slots 342, 343, 344 in the surface of cylinder 320, as illustrated in Figure 64 by the center lines 392', 393', 394'.

Figure 65 is a cross-sectional view of the lock 310 illustrating the structure and function of the fourth pin position. While this illustration, as well as those of Figures 66 and 67, are directed to the fourth pin position of the lock 310, they are representative of the second and third pin positions of the lock as well.

In Figure 65, the fourth pin position is shown with the service pin 314 oriented so that the slot 394 in the top thereof is positioned transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 320 to correspond with that same position shown in Figure 64. The key 390 has the top of pin 314 aligned with the
shear line 100 in a conventional manner, and the rectangular cotter 404 on the bottom of driver pin 334 is positioned in the slot of the cylinder. As the cylinder 320 begins to rotate in the direction of the arrow in Figure 66, the surface of the slot 344 in the cylinder 320 cams the cotter 404 in driver pin 344 upwardly into the top pin chamber. Then, as the cylinder 320 continues to rotate as shown in Figure 67, the cotter 404 is cammed all the way out of the slot 344 to ride on the peripheral surface of the cylinder 320 as the cylinder is rotated to open the lock. When the cylinder 320 is turned back in the opposite direction, the reverse takes place so that the cotter 404 slide back downwardly into the slot 394 in the top of service pin 314 as the service pin 314 and driver pin 334 come into axial alignment with each other. This variation of the high security lock embodiment 210 has essentially the same security advantages as those described above for the embodiment 210 shown in Figures 49 through 58.

It is appropriate to mention that while the bottoms of the slot 342, 343, 344 are shown in Figures 63-67 to surface an angular spaced distance from the service pin chambers to cam the cotters out of the pin chambers in the cylinder, these slots could be extended at the same depth around the cylinder. Such arrangement would retain the security advantage of requiring the proper rotation of the pins in the cylinder to open the lock, but it would lack the above-described feature of having a common resistance in all pins to rising out of the pin chamber in the cylinder at the same time.

Although the rekeyable user and master level features of the high security embodiment 210 and variations thereof described above and shown in Figures 49 through 67 have not been described in significant detail, it should be understood that the level changes can be accomplished according to the detailed description of this invention for the preferred embodiment user and master level lock system illustrated in Figures 2 through 42.

The above-described lock embodiments require that the particular latch mechanisms to which those lock embodiments are connected allow 180° rotation of the cylinders in order to effect removal of the level wafers via the notch in the spine of the key. However, there are many latch mechanisms to which locks are connected that do not allow full 180° rotation of the cylinder. In such environments, the above-described multiple rekeyable user and master level lock systems could not operate for the rekeyable function. Therefore, the multiple levels of rekeyable user and master level lock systems described below are modifications of the embodiments described above that are specifically designed to work when connected to latches that do not allow full 180° rotation of the cylinders.

The lock 410 shown in Figure 68 is an embodiment of a multiple level rekeyable user and master key lock according to this invention that can be used with latch systems that do not accommodate cylinder rotation of 180°, but which do have some limited space outside the lock housing 417 into which the level wafers can be ejected. Such an environment is illustrated in Figures 69 and 70 wherein the lock 410 is installed in a typical conventional padlock 492.

The padlock 492 typically includes main body portion 496 which houses a latch mechanism and the lock. The latch mechanism of the padlock is not a part of this invention, so it is not shown or described in detail. Suffice it to say that it is adapted to engage the hasp 493 when in locked condition. The latch mechanism is connected to the lock 410 so that when the proper key 490 is inserted therein, the latch can be opened to release the hasp 493, thus allowing the padlock 492 to be opened.

The lock 410 is typically positioned in an open cavity or space 495 and retained therein by a retainer plate 494. In Figure 70, the bottom of the padlock 492 is illustrated with the retainer 494 removed to show the open cavity 495 into which discarded level wafers can be ejected from the lock 410.

This lock embodiment 410, as shown in Figures 68 and 69, has two openings 485, 486 in the side of lock housing 417 through which level wafers can be ejected from the lock. In the illustrations of Figures 68 through 77, the ejection openings 485, 486 are aligned with and intersect the fifth and sixth pin chamber in the lock so that the description of its rekeying operation can parallel the description of the preferred embodiments above. It should be understood, however, that like those embodiments described above, these rekeying components could be utilized with the other pin chambers as well.

In the side elevation of the lock 410 shown in Figure 71, the internal key and pin configurations are illustrated in broken lines. For consistency with the description of the foregoing embodiments, the user level change wafers 472, 473, 474 are positioned in the sixth pin chamber, the master level change wafers 481, 482 are positioned in the fifth pin chamber, and the permanent master wafer 480 is positioned in the first pin chamber. The driver pins 431, 432, 433, 434, as well as the service pins 411, 412, 413, 414 and the permanent master wafer 480 in this embodiment all function the same as in those described above for the preferred embodiments illustrated in Figures 2 through 42. Therefore, there is no need for further description of these components for this lock embodiment 410.

The user and master level rekeying cut combinations described above for the preferred embodiments illustrated in Figures 2 through 42 also apply in general to the rekeying functions of this embodiment 410, with only several exceptions. Therefore, since the general rekeying principles can be gleaned from the description above, only the unique features of this embodiment will be described in detail herein.

Referring now to Figures 71, 72, and 75, the pin and key configurations illustrated therein are
shown with the user level change wafer 471 in position for being ejected from the lock 410 to change the user level keying thereof. Specifically, in the sixth pin chamber, three user level change wafers 471, 472, 473, 474 are shown positioned between the service pin 416 and the driver pin 436. The key 490 in this illustration has a B6/5C sixth bit to position the bottom surface of the top user level change wafer 471 at the shear line 100 on the surface of the cylinder 420. Therefore, the second, third, and fourth user level change wafers 472, 473, 474 are positioned inside the cylinder 420.

As best illustrated in Figures 71 and 72, the ejection opening 486 in the housing 417 is aligned with the user level wafer 471 to be ejected. This ejection opening is wide enough to allow the user level wafer 471 to pass therethrough, as will be described in more detail below.

Before proceeding to the description of the user level wafer ejection, reference is made first to Figures 71 and 75 for an illustration of the corresponding positions of the master change wafer in the fifth pin position when the lock is positioned for ejection of a user level wafer 471. Specifically, the master level change wafers 481, 482 are positioned between the driver pin 435 and the service pin 415.

In addition, a double thickness (four cut) blocking wafer 483 is positioned under the master level change wafers 481, 482 and over the service pin 415. The fifth key bit of the key 430 has a B5/1C configuration for positioning the top of service pin 415 and the bottom of blocking wafer 483 at the shear line 100. In this position, the cylinder 420 is free to rotate, as shown in Figure 75, but the ejection opening 486 in housing 417 is effectively blocked by the blocking wafer 483 to prevent ejection of the master level change wafers 481, 482. It should be noted that in this embodiment, the opening 486 is not wide enough to allow the passage therethrough of the blocking wafer 483. Thus, the blocking wafer 483 will be retained in this position while the cylinder 420 is rotated to eject the user level wafer 471 from the lock, as will now be described.

Referring again to Figures 71-74, the ejection of the user level wafer 471 will now be described. First, as described above and shown in Figure 72, the sixth key bit B6/5C has the user level wafer 471 positioned adjacent the opening 486 with the top of the user level change wafer 473 and the bottom of the user level change wafer 471 aligned with the shear line 100 of the lock so that the cylinder 420 can be rotated. Referring now to Figure 73 in particular, as the cylinder 420 begins to rotate as indicated by the arrow, the friction between the user level wafer 471 and the user level wafer 472 tends to drive the user level wafer 472 into the ejection opening 486. This frictional engagement of wafers 471 and 472 is enhanced by the bias of spring 466.

As the rotation of the cylinder 420 continues, as illustrated in Figure 74, the user level wafer 471 is driven through the opening 486 and out of the lock 410. Thus, the keying combination for the user key is effectively changed by this operation. During this entire operation, as mentioned above, the rotation of the cylinder 420 does not affect the master keying combination, because the blocking wafer 483, as illustrated in Figure 75, prevents the removal of any of the master level change wafers 481, 482.

Next, reference is now made to Figures 76-77 to illustrate the operation of changing the master keying combination in this lock embodiment 410. A key 490 having a B5/7C and B6/5C bitting is inserted into the cylinder 420. The B5/7C bitting shown in Figure 76 lowers the blocking wafer 483 and the second master level change wafer 482 into the cylinder 420, thus aligning the first master level change wafer 481 with the opening 485 in the housing 417. This B5/7C bitting also positions the bottom of master level change wafer 481 and the top of master level change wafer 482 in alignment with the shear line 100 so that the cylinder 420 can be rotated. At the same time, the B6/5C bitting shown in Figure 77 positions the remaining user level change wafers 472, 473, 474 in the cylinder 420 with the bottom of driver pin 436 and the top of master level change wafer 472 aligned with the shear line 100 so that the cylinder 420 can be rotated. Then, with the master level wafer 481 aligned with the opening 485, as shown in Figure 76, and the driver pin 436 blocking the opening 486, as shown in Figure 77, the cylinder 420 can be rotated counter-clockwise to eject the master level wafer 481 from the lock through the opening 485, the same as described above for the ejection of the user level wafer.

Additional user and master level changes can be made in this lock embodiment 410 by changing the cuts of the key bittings essentially as described above for the key combination changes of the preferred embodiment illustrated in Figures 4-42. In an alternate embodiment 410, the user keys are also illustrated working off the shear line at the bottom of the driver pin 436 and the top of the service pin 415. At the same time, the master key for this embodiment 410 is illustrated working off the shear line at the top of the service pin 416 and the bottom of the driver pin 435. During use of any user key, the blocking wafer 483 prevents ejection of any remaining master level change wafers through the opening 486 to preserve the master level keying.

As described above, the ejection of the user and master level change wafers depends on friction to drive the level change wafers through the openings 485, 486 and out of the lock 410. While this structure is quite reliable and efficient, it may be desirable to provide a positive engagement to drive the level change wafers out of the lock. Therefore, a variation 500 of the lock 410, which does provide a more positive engagement to drive the level change wafers out of the lock, is illustrated in Figures 78-82. The structure and operation of this variation 500 is much the same as the lock embodiment 410 described above and illustrated in Figures 68-77. However, this vari-
Figure 84 is a cross-sectional view of the sixth pin position of lock 501, similar to those shown in Figures 72 and 79 for the respective embodiments 410 and 500 of the lock described above. As shown in Figure 84, the recessed trough 456 is offset an angularly spaced distance from the chamber in the cylinder 420 containing the service pin 416 and the user level change wafer 471, 472, 473, 474. As also illustrated in Figure 84, a key 490 having a B6/5C sixth bit is used to position the first user level change wafer 471 above the shear line 100 and in alignment with the ejection opening 486. When the cylinder 420 is rotated clockwise, as indicated by the arrow in Figure 85, to a position where the recessed trough 456 is aligned with the driver pin 436, the bias of the spring 466 forces the first user level change wafer 471 downwardly into the recessed trough 456. Then, when the cylinder 420 is oppositely rotated in the counter-clockwise direction, as indicated in Figure 86, the recessed trough 486 carries the first user level change wafer 471 into the opening 486. Continued counter-clockwise rotation of the cylinder 420, as shown in Figure 87, results in successful ejection of the first user level change wafer 471 from the lock 501 to effect a change in the user keying combination of the lock 501.

Again, a change of a master level keying combination is accomplished essentially as described above for a change of a user level wafer, with the exception, of course, that the key bitting must be cut to position the master level change wafer to be ejected above the shear line 100 in alignment with the opening 485, while the user level change wafers are all positioned below the shear line 100 and not in alignment with the ejection opening 486. Such ejection of a master level change wafer according to this invention is described more fully above in reference to Figures 76-77, so it is not believed to be necessary to describe that operation again here.

Another embodiment 510 of a rekeyable multiple level user and master key system according to this invention that can be operated with rotation of the cylinder less than 180° is illustrated in Figures 88-93. Referring primarily to Figures 88 and 89, this lock embodiment 510 has a cylinder 520 with service pins 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516 positioned therein. It also includes driver pins 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536 biased by springs 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566 in a conventional manner. A permanent master wafer 580 is positioned under the driver pin 531 in the first pin chamber. Three user level change wafers 571, 572, 573 are positioned under the driver pin 536, and two master level change wafers 581, 582 are positioned under driver pin 535.

It is significant in this invention that the diameter of the user level change wafers 571, 572, 573, as well as the diameters of the master level change wafers 581, 582 are smaller than the diameters of the correspondingly respective service pins 515, 516 and driver pins 535, 536. Also, positioned between the user level change pin 573 and the service pin 516 is a blocking wafer 574.
This blocking wafer 574 is of about the same diameter as the service pin 516 and driver pin 536. Likewise, a blocking wafer 583 is positioned between the master level change wafer 582 and the service pin 515. This blocking wafer 583 is also of approximately the same diameter as the service pin 515 and the driver pin 535.

As best shown in Figure 88, this lock embodiment 510 also includes two spaced apart holes 545, 546 extending transversely into the cylinder 520 at angularly spaced distances from the fifth and sixth pin chambers in the cylinder 520. These holes 545, 546 are positioned such that upon rotation of the cylinder 520, they can be aligned with the level change wafers, as will be described more fully below. They are also deep enough to hold all the level change wafers to be dropped therein, preferably at least two or more of such wafers, according to this invention for multiple level rekeying capabilities.

The first level user key 590 illustrated in Figure 89 is bitted similar to the first level user key described above in the preferred embodiment and illustrated in Figure 4. In other words, it has a B6/9C sixth bit that is effective to position the bottom of the driver pin 536 on the shear line 100 and to position the user level change wafers 571, 572, 573 inside the cylinder 520. The B5/1C fifth bit is effective to position the top of the service pin 515 at the shear line 100 with the level master change wafers 581, 582 and the blocking wafer 583 above the shear line 100. Thus, the first level user key 590, as shown in Figure 89, works off the shear line at the bottom of the driver pin 536 and off the shear line at the top of service pin 515.

In order to rekey the lock 510 to the second level user, the second level user key 591 is positioned in the lock cylinder 520, as shown in Figure 90. Referring now to Figures 90, 91, and 92, the B6/7C sixth bit in this second level user key 591 raises the first user level change wafer 571 above the shear line 100. The remaining user level change wafers 572, 573, as well as the blocking wafer 574 are left in the cylinder 520 below the shear line 100. At the same time, the B5/1C fifth bit on the second level user key 591 positions all of the master level change wafers 581, 582, as well as the blocking wafer 583 above the shear line 100.

Then, as the cylinder 520 is rotated by the second level user key 591, as shown in Figures 93 and 94, the user level change wafer 571, which was positioned above the shear line 100, is pushed by the bias of spring 566 into the hole 546 where it is captured. Since the hole 546 is smaller in diameter than the driver pin 536, the user pin 536 cannot enter therein, thus the rotation of the cylinder 520 is unimpaired.

In the same operation wherein the user level change wafer 571 is captured in the hole 546, the hole 545 also comes into alignment with the master level change wafers 581, 582, as shown in Figure 94. However, since the blocking wafer 583 is larger in diameter than the hole 545, the master level change wafers 581, 582 are effectively blocked out of the hole 545 so that no change in the master level keying is effected by this operation. The result is that the user level change wafer 571 is permanently captured in the hole 546 to change the user level keying while the master level keying is left unchanged.

When this description is considered in view of the more detailed description above of user level keying changes for the preferred embodiment illustrated in Figures 4-42, it should be now be apparent that additional user level change in this lock 510 can also be accomplished by subsequent user level keys that raise sequentially additional user level change wafers 572, 573 above the shear line and then rotating the cylinder 520 to capture the respective level change wafers as desired. Therefore, a further detailed description of such additional user level changes for this lock embodiment 510 should not be necessary. It is significant to mention, however, that the hole 546 is deep enough to also capture and hold the remaining user level change wafers 572, 573.

A change of the master level keying in lock 510 is best described by reference to Figures 95-99. The second level master key 592 having a B6/1C sixth bit and a B5/6C fifth bit is positioned in the lock 510. As shown in Figures 95 and 96, this second level master key 592 raises the remaining user level change wafers 572, 573, as well as the blocking wafer 574 above the shear line 100. At the same time, as shown in Figures 95 and 97, this second level master key 592 raises the first master level change key 581 above the shear line 100, while leaving the remaining master level change wafer 582 and the blocking wafer 583 in the cylinder 520 below the shear line 100. Then, as illustrated in Figures 98 and 99, when the cylinder 520 is rotated to align the hole 546 with the remaining user level change wafers 572, 573, the larger diameter blocking wafer 574 prevents the user level change wafers 572, 573 from entering the hole 546. Thus, the user level keying is left unchanged. At the same time, however, as shown in Figure 99, the master level change wafer 581 that had been positioned above the shear line 100 is pushed by the bias of spring 565 into the hole 545 where it is permanently captured, thus effecting a change in the master level keying. Again, the larger diameter driver pin 536 cannot enter the hole 545, thus the rotation of the cylinder 520 is left unimpaired.

An additional change in the master level keying can be accomplished by using a third master level key that positions the master level change wafer 582 above the shear line and then rotating the cylinder 520 until that master level change wafer 582 drops into the hole 545.

For purposes of illustration and not of limitation, the driver pins 535, 536 and the service pins 515, 516 of lock 510 can be of a conventional diameter, for example 2.92 mm (0.115 inches). The blocking wafers 574 and 583 can also be of the same 2.92 mm (0.115 inch) diameter as the driver and service pins. The user level change wafers 571, 572, 573, as well as the master level change wafers 581, 582 can be of approximately
0.24 mm (0.096 inches). The holes 545, 546 can be approximately 0.254 mm (0.100 inches) in diameter, which is large enough to capture the level change wafers, but small enough to exclude the blocking wafers and the driver pins. The holes 545, 546 should be of sufficient depth to accept all of the level change wafers desired to be captured for rekeying the lock. For example, where each level change wafer has a two-cut thickness, i.e., approximately 0.762 mm (0.030 inches), a hole depth of approximately 2.41 mm (0.095 inches) should be sufficient to capture three of such wafers.

From the above descriptions of the various embodiments and modifications of the present invention, it should be understood that each of the rekeyable locks disclosed here can be combined with selected ones or all high security enhancement features disclosed herein. In other words, each of the rekeyable lock embodiments of this invention can be enhanced in security to the extent desired by use of the security enhancing apparatus of this invention.

It should also be understood that position of user and master level pin wafers can be interchanged with respect to pin chambers, over or under the shear line, or the use of blocking wafers to retain the keying of a user or master system while the keying of the other is being changed. Therefore, many rearrangements of such positions of these components can be made in locks having a number of pin chambers which would be functional and structural equivalents to the particular arrangements described in detail above.

The foregoing description is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention to enable persons of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and processes shown and described. Therefore, the scope of this invention includes all suitable modifications and equivalents that fall within the scope of the invention as defined by the claims which follow.

Claims

1. A unit having a key and a lock apparatus which having a housing (12, 14, 30), a cylinder (20) rotatably positioned in said housing with a longitudinal keyway (90) therein, a plurality of pin chambers (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56) extending radially from said housing into said cylinder to intersect said keyway, driver pins (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) slideably positioned in the housing portions of said pin chambers, and service pins (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) positioned in the cylinder portions of said pin chambers, the interface between said cylinder and said housing defining a shear plane (100) through which said driver pins and service pins can extend to prevent rotation of said cylinder in said housing, and removable user level spacer means for user key rekeying, comprising at least one spacer (71, 72, 73, 74) positioned in one of said common pin chambers (56) between the driver and service pins (36, 26) therein; and the key being a user key (U1) having bitting means (B6/9C, B5/1C) thereon for positioning the bottom of the driver pin (36) in said one common pin chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the top of the service pin (25) in the other of said common pin chamber (55) at said shear plane (100);

removal means being provided for removing said user level spacer means (71-74) from said one common pin chamber (56);

characterised in that there is further provided removable master level spacer means for master key re-keying, comprising at least one spacer (81, 82) positioned in another of said common pin chambers (55) between the driver and service pins (35, 25) therein;
a master key (M1) having bitting means (B6/1C, B5/5C) thereon for positioning the top of the service pin (26) in said one common chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the bottom of the driver pin (35) in the other of said common pin chambers (55) at said shear plane (100);

removal means for removing said master level spacer means (81, 82) from said other common pin chamber (55); and

permanent master spacer means (80) positioned in a third common pin chamber (51) between the driver and service pins (31, 21) therein, and in that said user key has bitting means (B1/3C) thereon for positioning the top of the service pin in said third common pin chamber at said shear plane and said master key (M1) has bitting means (B1/7C) thereon for positioning the bottom of the driver pin in said third common pin chamber at said shear plane.

2. The unit of claim 1, including:
a plurality of user level spacers (71-74) positioned in one of said common pin chambers (56) between the driver and service pins (36, 26) therein, removal means for selectively removing said user level spacers one at a time from said one common pin chamber, and a plurality of user key means (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5), one of which includes bitting means for positioning the bottom of the driver pin (36) in said one common pin chamber (56) at said shear plane for each user level spacer means; and

a plurality of master level spacers (81, 82) positioned in the other of said common pin chambers (55) between the driver and service pins (35, 25) therein, removal means for selectively removing said master level spacers one at a time from said other common pin chamber (55), and a plurality of master key means (M1, M2, M3), one of which includes bitting means (B5/56, B5/3C, B5/1C) for positioning the bottom of the driver pin in said other common pin chamber at the shear plane for each master level spacer.

3. The unit of claim 1 or claim 2, characterised in that:
the keyway (90) in the cylinder opens to the peripheral surface of the cylinder on the side
said removal means for said master level spacer means includes a master key (U2) having bitting means (B6/7C) thereon effective to position said user level spacer means above the shear plane and a recessed notch (98) in the spine (SP) of said user key (U2) alignable with said one common chamber (56) and sized to receive therein said user level spacer means; and

in that said removal means for said master level spacer means includes a master key (M2) having bitting means thereon effective to position said user level spacer means above the shear plane (100) and a recessed notch (98) in the spine (SP) of the master key (M2) alignable with said other common chamber (55) and sized to receive therein said master level spacer means.

4. The unit of claim 3, including camming means in said keyway for camming the driver pin (38) out of the notch (98) and keyway, wherein said camming means comprises a bevelled edge (92, 94) in said keyway wherein the keyway intersects the peripheral surface of the cylinder.

5. The unit of claim 2, wherein said user level spacer means comprises a plurality of pin wafers (71, 72, 73, 74) stacked together and positioned in said one common pin chamber (56), and wherein the wafers (71, 72, 73, 74) in said stack are held together by a frangible material (201, 202, 203, 205, 207).

6. The unit of claim 2 or claim 5, wherein said master level spacer means comprises a plurality of pin wafers (81, 82) stacked together and positioned in said one common pin chamber (55).

7. The unit of claim 1, including:
   a. a driver pin (231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236) with cotter means (301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306) extending from one end thereof in one of said common chambers and a respective service pin (211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216) in each common chamber having a slotted opening (291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296) in one end sized and shaped to receive said cotter means therein;
   b. pin rotating means for rotating said service pin to a position where said slotted opening is oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder (220); and
   c. camming means for camming said cotter means out of said slotted opening.

8. The unit of claim 7, wherein said camming means includes a rounded surface on the distal end of said cotter means (304), and a slot recessed into the peripheral surface of the cylinder that extends said slotted opening (284) in the service pin (214) when said slotted opening is oriented transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder.

9. The unit of claim 1, wherein:
   a. said removal means for said user level spacer means includes an ejection opening (486) in said housing (417) intersecting said other common pin chamber (55), and a master key (490) with bitting means (B6/7C) thereon for positioning said user level spacer means adjacent said ejection opening;
   b. said master level spacer means adjacent said ejection opening that intersects said other common pin chamber, and blocking means in said other common pin chamber for preventing removal of said master level spacer means from said other common pin chamber when said user level spacer means is being removed from said other common pin chamber (56).

10. The unit of claim 9, wherein:
   a. said user level spacer means is a user level pin wafer (471) and said ejection opening (486) that intersects said one common pin chamber (56) is positioned to align with said user level pin wafer (471) when said user level pin wafer is positioned with its bottom surface on the shear plane (100) over the cylinder (420) and is large enough to allow passage therethrough of said user level pin wafer (471);
   b. said master level spacer means is a master level pin wafer (481) and said ejection opening (486) that intersects said other common pin chamber (55) is positioned to align with said master level pin wafer (481) when said master level pin wafer is positioned with its bottom surface on the shear plane over the cylinder (420) and is large enough to allow passage therethrough of said master level pin wafer (481); and
   c. said blocking means includes a blocking pin wafer (483) larger in size than said ejection hole (485) that intersects said other common pin chamber (55) and a user key (490) having bitting means (B5/1C) thereon for positioning said blocking pin wafer (483) adjacent said ejection hole (485) where it intersects said other common pin chamber (55) and with the bottom surface of said blocking pin on the shear plane.

11. The unit of claim 10, including a trough (445) recessed into the peripheral surface of the cylinder (420) adjacent said one common pin chamber (55) and another trough (446) recessed into the peripheral surface of the cylinder (420) adjacent said other common pin chamber (56).

12. The unit of claim 1, wherein said user level spacer means includes a user pin wafer (571) smaller in diameter than the driver pin (536) in said one common pin chamber (56), said master level spacer means includes a master pin wafer (581) smaller in diameter than the driver pin (535) in said other common pin chamber (55), said removal means for said user level spacer means includes a user pin wafer capture hole (546) in the peripheral surface of the cylinder (520) an angularly spaced distance from said one common pin chamber (56) and smaller in diameter than the driver pin (536) but large enough to receive said user pin wafer (571) therein and a user key (590) having bitting means (B6/9C) thereon for positioning said user pin wafer (571) above the shear plane (100) and said removal means for said master level spacer means includes a master pin...
wafer capture hole (545) in the peripheral surface of the cylinder (520) an angularly spaced distance from said other common pin chamber (55) and smaller in diameter than the drive pin (535) but large enough to receive said master pin wafer (581) therein and a master key (592) having biting means (B5/6C) thereon for positioning said master pin wafer (581) over the shear plane (100), and including a first blocking pin wafer (574) larger in diameter than said user pin wafer capture hole (546) positioned in said one common pin chamber (56) between said user pin wafer (571) and the service pin (516) therein, and a second blocking pin wafer (583) larger in diameter than said master wafer capture hole (545) positioned in said other common pin chamber (55) between said master pin wafer (581) and the service pin (515) therein.

13. A method of rekeying a unit having a key and a lock apparatus, the lock apparatus having a housing (12, 14, 30), a cylinder (20) rotatably positioned in said housing with a longitudinal keyway (90) therein, a plurality of pin chambers (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56) extending radially from said housing (30) into said cylinder to intersect said keyway (90), driver pins (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) slideably positioned in the housing portions of said pin chambers, service pins (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) positioned in the cylinder portions of said pin chambers, the interface between said cylinder and said housing defining a shear plane (100) through which said driver pins and service pins can extend to prevent rotation of said cylinder in said housing,

and removable user level spacer means (71, 72, 73, 74) positioned in one of said common pin chambers (56) between the driver and service pins (36, 26) therein;

the method including the steps:

a) removing said user level spacer means (71) from said one of said common pin chambers (56) by inserting a user (U1) key having biting means (B6/9C, B6/1C) thereon for positioning the bottom of the user level spacer means (71) in said one common pin chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the top of the service pin (25) in the other of said common pin chambers (55) at said shear plane (100); and

b) ejecting said user level spacer means (71) from said one common pin chamber (56);

c) removing said master level spacer means (81) from the other of said common pin chambers (55) by inserting a master key (M1) having biting means (B6/1C, B6/5C) thereon for positioning the top of the service pin (26) in said one common chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the bottom of the master level spacer means (81) in the other of said common pin chamber (55) at said shear plane (100); and

d) ejecting said master level spacer means (81) from said other common pin chamber (55),

the method further including the steps of positioning permanent master level spacer means (80) in a third common pin chamber (51) between the driver and service pins (31, 21) therein, and using a user key (U1) that has biting (B1/3C) means thereon for positioning the top of the service pin (21) in said third common pin chamber (51) at said shear plane (100) and using a master key (M1) that has biting means (B1/7C) thereon for positioning the bottom of the driver pin (31) in said third common pin chamber (51) at said shear plane (100).

14. The method of claim 13, including the steps of:

positioning a plurality of user level spacer means (71, 72, 73, 74) in one of said common pin chambers (56) between the driver and service pins (36, 26) therein, and using one of a plurality of user keys (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5) that has biting means (B6/9C, B6/7C, B6/5C, B6/3C, B6/1C) for positioning the bottom of the selected user level spacer means to be removed at the shear plane (100) for each user level spacer means; and

positioning a plurality of master level spacer means (81, 82) in the other of said common pin chambers (55) between the driver and service pins (35, 25) therein, and using one of a plurality of master keys (M1, M2, M3) that has biting means (B5/6C, B5/3C, B5/1C) for positioning the bottom of the selected master level spacer means (81, 82) to be removed at the shear plane (100) for each master level spacer means.

15. The method of claim 13 including the steps of:

removing said user level spacer means (71) by inserting into the keyway (90) a user key (U2) having biting means (B6/7C) thereon for positioning the bottom of the level spacer means (71) in said one common pin chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the top of the service pin in the other of said common pin chambers at said shear plane, said key (U2) also having a notch (96) in its spine (SP) deep enough to capture said level spacer means (71) therein;

rotating the cylinder to capture the level spacer means (71) in the notch (96) then rotating the cylinder (20) to realign the pin chambers in the housing and cylinder:
removing the user key (U2) and user level spacer means (71) from the keyway (90).

16. The method of claim 15, including the steps of:

removing said master level spacer means (81) from said other common pin chamber (55) by inserting into the keyway (90) a master key (M2) having a notch (96) in its spine (SP) deep
enough to capture said master level spacer means (81) therein and a bitting means (B5/3C, B6/1C) thereon for positioning the top of the service pin (26) in said one common chamber (56) at said shear plane (100) and the bottom of the master level spacer means (81) in the other of said common pin chambers (55) at said shear plane; rotating the cylinder to capture the master level spacer means in the notch (98), then rotating the cylinder to realign the pin chambers in the housing and cylinder; and removing the master key (M2) and first master level spacer means (81) from the keyway (96).

The method of claim 13, including the step of:

removing said user level spacer means (471, 472, 473, 474) by ejecting said user level spacer means through an ejection opening (486) in the housing (417) that intersects said one common pin chamber (56), including the additional steps of using a user key (480) with bitting means (B6/5C) thereon for positioning said user level spacer means adjacent said ejection opening and rotating the cylinder (420) toward said opening.

removing said master level spacer means (481, 482) by ejecting said master level spacer means through an ejection opening (485) in the housing (417) that intersects said other common pin chamber (55), including the additional steps of using a master key (480) with bitting means (B5/7C) thereon for positioning said master level spacer means (481, 482) adjacent said ejection opening (485) that intersects said other common pin chamber (55) and rotating the cylinder (420) toward said opening (485), and positioning blocking means (483) in said other common pin chamber (55) and positioning the blocking means (483) adjacent the ejection opening (485) in said other common pin chamber (55) for preventing removal of said master level spacer means (481, 482) from said other common pin chamber (55) when said user level spacer means (471, 472, 473, 474) is being removed from said other common pin chamber (56).

The method of claim 13, including the steps of positioning said user level spacer means in the form of a user pin wafer (571) smaller in diameter than the driver pin (535) in said one common pin chamber (56), positioning master level spacer means in the form of a master pin wafer (581) smaller in diameter than the driver pin (535) in said other common pin chamber (55), providing user pin wafer capture holes (545, 546) in the peripheral surface of the cylinder (520) angularly spaced distances from said respective common pin chambers (55, 56) and smaller in diameter than the driver pins (535, 536) but large enough to receive said respective user and master pin wafers (571, 581) therein, removing said user pin wafer (571) by positioning said user pin wafer (571) above the shear plane and rotating the cylinder (520) to capture the user pin wafer (571) in the capture hole (545), removing said master pin wafer (581) by positioning said master pin wafer (581) over the shear plane and rotating the cylinder (520) to capture the master pin wafer (581) in the capture hole (545), positioning a first blocking pin wafer (574) larger in diameter than said user pin wafer capture hole (546) in said one common pin chamber (56) between said user pin wafer (571) and the service pin (516) therein, and positioning a second blocking pin wafer (583) larger in diameter than said master pin wafer capture hole (545) in said other common pin chamber (55) between said master pin wafer (581) and the service pin (518) therein.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Eine Einheit mit einem Schlüssel und einem Schloßmechanismus, wobei der Schloßmechanismus versehen ist mit einem Gehäuse (12, 14, 30), in einem von diesem Gehäuse drehbar angeordneten mit einem längsgerichteten Schlüsselkanal (90) versehenen Zylinder (20), einer Vielzahl von sich von diesem Gehäuse zum Überschneiden mit dem Schlüsselkanal radialen Zylinder hineinstreckenden Stiftkammern (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56), in den Gehäuseabschnitten dieser Stiftkammern verschiebbar angeordneten Arbeitsstiften (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36), und in den Zylinderabschnitten dieser Stiftkammern angeordneten Hilfsstiften (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26), wobei die Trennfäche zwischen dem Zylinder und dem Gehäuse eine Scherebene (100) definiert, durch welche sich die Arbeitsstifte und die Hilfsstifte erstrecken können, um eine Drehung dieses Zylinders in diesem Gehäuse zu verhindern, und mit einer der Benutzbereine zugeordneten, entfernbaren Distanzeinrichtung zum Benutzerschlüsselumkodieren mit zumindest einem in einer dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (56) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfsstift (36, 30) angeordneten Distanzstück (71, 72, 73, 74), und wobei der Schlüssel ein Benutzerschlüssel (U1) mit Bartelementen (B6/9C, B5/1C) zum Anordnen des Bodens des in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (36) angeordneten Arbeitsstiftes (56) in dieser Scherebene (100) und der Spitze des in der anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) angeordneten Hilfsstiftes (29) in dieser Scherebene (100) ist; wobei eine Einrichtung zum Entfernen dieser der Benutzereine zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (71-74) aus dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) vorgesehen ist; dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ferner eine der Haupteine zugeordnete entfernbare Distanzeinrichtung für das Hauptschlüsselumkodieren, welche zumindest ein zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfsstift (35, 25) in einer einer der gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) angeordneten Distanzstück (81, 82) aufweist; ein Hauptschlüssel (M1), mit Bartelementen (B6/1C, B5/4C) zum Anordnen der Spitze des in dieser einen gemeinsamen Kamm (56) angeordneten Hilfsstiftes (26) in dieser Scherebene (100) und des Bodens des in der anderen von diesen gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) angeordneten Arbeitsstiftes (35) in dieser Scherebene (100); eine Einrichtung, zum Entfernen die-
ser der Hauptebee zugeordneten Distanzeinrich-
tung (81, 82) von dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55); und eine in einer dritten gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (51) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfstitst (31, 21) angeordnete bleibende Haupt-Distanzeinrichtung (80) vorgesehen sind, und daß dieser Benutzerschlüssel Barbelemente (B1/3C) zum Anordnen der Spitze des in dieser dritten gemeinsamen Stiftkammer angeordneten Hilfstitstes in dieser Scherebene und dieser Hauptschlüsself (M1) Barbelemente (B1/7C) zum Anordnen des Bodens des in dieser dritten gemeinsamen Stiftkammer angeordneten Arbeitsstitstes in dieser Scherebene besitzen.


3. Die Einheit von Anspruch 1 oder 2 dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß sich der Scherzylinder (90) im Zylinder zur Umfangsfläche des Zylinders auf der Seite öffnet, den den Öffnungen der Stiftkammern in der Umfangsfläche des Zylinders diagonal gegenüberliegt, daß die Einrichtung zum Entfernen der der Benutzerebe zugeordneten Distanzstücke einen Benutzerschlüssel (U2) umfaßt, welcher zum Über-der-Scherebane-Anordnern dieser der Benutzerebe zugeordneten Distanzstücke wirksame Barbelemente (B6/7C) und eine im Rücken (SP) dieses Benutzerschlüssels (U2) eingelassene Kerbe (96) aufweist, welche mit dieser einen gemeinsamen Kammer (55) ausrichtbar und so bemessen ist, daß sie dieses der Benutzerebe zugeordnete Distanzstück aufnehmen kann; und daß die Einrichtung zum Entfernen der der Hauptebee zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung einen Hauptschlüsself (M2) umfaßt, welcher zum Über-der-Scherebene (100)-Anordnern dieser der Benutzerebe zugeordneten Distanzstücke wirksame Barbelemente und eine im Rücken (SP) des Hauptschlüsselfs (M2) eingelassene Kerbe (98) aufweist, welche mit dieser anderen gemeinsamen Kammer (55) ausrichtbar und so bemessen ist, daß sie dieses der Hauptebee zugeordnete Distanzstück aufnehmen kann.

4. Die Einheit von Anspruch 3 mit einer Nockeneinrichtung in diesem Schlüsselkanal zum Herausbewegen des Arbeitsstitstes (36) aus der Kerbe (96) und dem Schlüsselkanal, wobei diese Nokkeneinrichtung in diesem Schlüsselkanal dort, wo der Schlüsselkanal die Umfangsfläche des Zylinders schneidet, eine abgeschrägte Kante (92, 94) aufweist.

5. Die Einheit von Anspruch 2, wobei die der Benutzerebe zugeordnete Distanzeinrichtung eine Vielzahl von aufeinander gestapelten und in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) angeordneten Stiftscheiben (71, 72, 73, 74) umfaßt und die Scheiben (71, 72, 73, 74) in diesem Stapel durch ein brechbares Material (201, 202, 203, 205, 207) zusammengenahmen sind.

6. Die Einheit von Anspruch 2 oder Anspruch 5, wobei die der Hauptebee zugeordnete Distanzeinrichtung eine Vielzahl von aufeinander gestapelten und in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) angeordneten Stiftscheiben (81, 82) umfaßt.


9. Die Einheit nach Anspruch 1, wobei diese Einrichtung zum Entfernen dieser der Benutzerebe zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung eine diese eine gemeinsame Stiftkammer (56) überschneidende Ausstoßöffnung (486) in diesem Gehäuse (417) und einen Benutzerschlüssel (490) mit Barbelementen (B6/5C) zum Anordnen der der Benutzerebe zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung anschließend an diese Ausstoßöffnung umfaßt; diese Einrichtung zum Entfernen dieser der Hauptebee zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung eine diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überschneidende Ausstoßöffnung (486) in diesem Gehäuse (417) und einen Hauptschlüsself
(490) mit Bartelementen (B5/7C) zum Anorden der Haupteube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung anschließend an diese die andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer überschneidende Ausschaffnung (486) und eine Blockiereinrichtung in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer zum Verhindern des Entfernens der Haupteube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung aus dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer, wenn diese der Benutzeube zugeordnete Distanz einteilung von dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) entfernt wird, umfaßt.

10. Die Einheit von Anspruch 9, wobei diese der Benutzeube zugeordnete Distanz einteilung eine der Benutzeube zugeordnete Stiftscheibe (471) ist und diese eine gemeinsame Stiftkammer (56) überschneidende Ausschaffnung (486) so angeordnet ist, daß sie mit dieser der Benutzeube zugeordnete Stiftscheibe (471) ausgerichtet ist, wenn die der Benutzeube zugeordnete Stiftscheibe mit ihrer Unterfläche auf der Scherebene (100) über dem Zylinder (420) angeordnet ist und groß genug ist, um den Durchtritt dieser der Benutzeube zugeordneten Stiftscheiben (471) zuzu lassen; wobei diese der Haupteube zugeordnete Distanz einteilung eine der Haupteube zugeordnete Stiftscheibe (481) ist und diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überschneidende Ausschaffnung (485) so angeordnet ist, daβ sie mit dieser der Haupteube zugeordneten Stiftscheibe (481) ausgerichtet ist, wenn diese der Haupteube zugeordnete Stiftscheibe mit ihrer Unterfläche auf der Scherebene über dem Zylinder (420) angeordnet ist und groß genug ist, um den Durchtritt dieser der Haupteube zugeordneten Stiftscheiben (481) zuzu lassen; und wobei diese Blockiereinrichtung eine Blockierstiftscheibe (483), welche eine größere Dimension als diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überschneidende Ausschaffnung (485) hat, und einen Benutzeubeschlüssel (490) umfaßt, welcher Bartelemente (B5/1C) zum Anorden dieser Blockierstiftscheibe (483) anschließend an diese Ausschaffnung (485), wo diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überschneidet, mit der Unterfläche dieses Blockierstiftes auf der Scherebene trägt.


12. Die Einheit von Anspruch 1, wobei diese der Benutzeube zugeordnete Distanz einteilung eine Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) umfaßt, welche einen kleineren Durchmesser als der Arbeitsstift (536) in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) aufweist, diese der Haupteube zugeordnete Distanz einteilung eine Hauptstiftscheibe (581) umfaßt, welche einen kleineren Durchmesser als der Arbeitsstift (535) in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) aufweist, diese Einrichtung zum Entfernen dieser der Benutzeube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung eine Fanglöch (546) für die Benutzerstiftscheibe, welche in der Umfangsfläche des Zylinders (520) in einem Winkelabstand von dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) angeordnet ist und im Durchmesser kleiner als der Arbeitsstift (536) aber groß genug ist, um die Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) aufzunehmen, und einen Benutzer schlüssel (590) mit Bartelementen (B6/9C) zum Anorden dieser Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) über der Scherebene (100) umfaßt und diese Einrichtung zum Entfernen dieser der Haupteube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung eine Fanglöch (545) für die Hauptstiftscheibe, welche in der Umfangsfläche des Zylinders (520) in einem Winkelabstand von dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) angeordnet ist und im Durchmesser kleiner als der Arbeitsstift (535) aber groß genug ist, um die Hauptstiftscheibe (581) aufzunehmen, und einen Haupt schlüssel (592) mit Bartelementen (B5/6C) zum Anorden dieser Hauptstiftscheibe (581) über der Scherebene (100) umfaßt, und eine in dieser einem gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) zwischen dieser Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) und dem Hilfstift (516) dort angeordnete erste Blockierstiftscheibe (574) mit einem größeren Durchmesser als dieses Fanglöch (546) für die Benutzerstiftscheibe und eine in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) zwischen dieser Hauptstiftscheibe (581) und dem Hilfstift (515) dort angeordnete zweite Blockierstiftscheibe (583) mit einem größeren Durchmesser als dieses Fanglöch (545) für die Hauptstiftscheibe umfaßt.

13. Verfahren zum Ummaktivieren einer Einheit mit einem Schlüssel und einem Schloßmechanismus, wobei der Schloßmechanismus versehen ist mit einem Gehäuse (12, 14, 30), einem in diesem Gehäuse drehbar angeordneten mit einem längsgerichteten Schlüsselkanal (90) versehenen Zylinder (20), einer Vielzahl von diesem Gehäuse zum Überschneiden mit dem Schlüsselkanal radial in diesen Zylinder hineinreichtenden Stiftkammern (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56), in den Gehäuseabschnitten dieser Stiftkammern verschieden angeordneten Arbeitsstiften (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36), in den Zylinderabschnitten dieser Stiftkammern angeordneten Hilfstiften (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26), wobei die Trennfläche zwischen dem Zylinder und dem Gehäuse eine Scherebene (100) definiert, durch welche sich die Arbeitsställe und die Hilfstifte erstrecken können, um eine Drehung dieses Zylinders in diesem Gehäuse zu verhindern, und mit einer der Benutzeube zugeordneten, in einer dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (56) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfstift (36, 26) angeordneten, entfernbaren Distanz einteilung (71, 72, 73, 74); wobei das Verfahren die Schritte umfaßt:

a) Entfernen dieser der Benutzeube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung (71) von dieser einen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (56) durch Einsetzen eines Benutzeubeschlüssels (U1) mit Bartelementen (B6/9C, B5/1C) zum Anorden der Unterfläche der der Benutzeube zugeordneten Distanz einteilung (71) in dieser einen gemeinsam-
men Stiftkammer (56) in dieser Scherebene (100) und der Spitze des Hilfsstiftes (25) in der anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) in dieser Scherebene (100); und

b) Ausstoßen dieser der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (71) aus dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56),

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Verfahren das Vorsehen von in einer dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfsstift (35, 25) angeordneten, der Hauptecke zugeordneten, entfernten Distanzeinrichtung (81, 82) umfaßt und alternativ oder zusätzlich zu den Schritten a) und b) die Schritte umfaßt:

c) Entfernen dieser der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (81) von dieser anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) durch Einsetzen eines Hauptschüssels (M1) mit Bartelementen (B6/1C, B5/3C) zum Anorden der Spitze des Hilfsstiftes (26) in dieser einem gemeinsamen Kamer (56) in der Scherebene (100) und der Unterfläche der der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (81) in dieser anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) in dieser Scherebene (100); und

d) Ausstoßen dieser der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (81) aus dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55),
dass das Verfahren weiter umfaßt die Schritte Anordnen einer bleibenden Hauptdistanzeinrichtung (80) in einer dritten gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (51) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfsstift (31, 21) und Benutzen eines Benutzerschüssels (U1) mit Bartelementen (B1/3C) zum Anorden der Spitze des Hilfsstiftes (21) in dieser dritten gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (51) in dieser Scherebene (100) und Benutzen eines der Vielzahl von Benutzerschüssels (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5) mit Bartelementen (B6/9C, B6/7C, B6/5C, B6/3C, B6/1C) zum Anorden des Bodens der ausgewählten, zu entfernden, der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung in der Scherebene (100) für jede der Butzerbene zugeordnete Distanzeinrichtung; und Anorden einer Vielzahl von der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtungen (81, 82) in dieser anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) zwischen Arbeits- und Hilfsstift (35, 25) und Benutzen eines der Vielzahl von Hauptschüssels (M1, M2, M3), mit Bartelementen (B5/6C, B5/3C, B5/1C) zum Anorden des Bodens der ausgewählten, zu entfernden, der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (81, 82) in der Scherebene (100) für jede der Hauptecke zugeordnete Distanzeinrichtung.

15. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 13 mit den Schritten: Entfernen dieser der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (71), indem in den Schlüsselkanal (90) ein Benutzerschüssel (U2) eingesetzt wird, welcher Bartelemente (B8/7C) zum In-der-Scherebene (100)-Anorden des Bodens der in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) angeordneten der Ebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (71) und zum In-der-Scherebene-Anorden der Spitze des in der anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern angeordneten Hilfsstiftes trägt, wobei dieser Schlüssel (U2) auch eine Kerbe (96) in seinem Rücken (SP) besitzt, die tief genug ist, um diese der Ebene zugeordnete Distanzieinrichtung (71) aufzunehmen; Drehen des Zylinders, um die der Ebene zugeordnete Distanzieinrichtung (71) in der Kerbe (96) einzufangen, dann Drehen des Zylinders (20), um die Stiftkammern in Gehäuse und Zylinder wieder auszurichten; Entfernen des Benutzerschüssels (U2) und der der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (71) aus dem Schlüsselkanal (90).

16. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 15 mit den Schritten: Entfernen dieser der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (81) aus dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56), indem in den Schlüsselkanal (90) ein Hauptschüssel (M2) eingesetzt wird, welcher in seinem Rücken (SP) eine Kerbe (88) besitzt, die tief genug ist, um diese der Hauptecke zugeordnete Distanzieinrichtung (81) einzufangen, und welcher Bartelemente (B5/3C, B6/1C) zum Anorden der Spitze des in dieser einen gemeinsamen Kamer (56) angeordneten Hilfsstiftes (26) in dieser Scherebene (100) und des Bodens der in der anderen dieser gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55) angeordneten, der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (81) in dieser Scherebene besitzt; Drehen des Zylinders, um die der Hauptecke zugeordnete Distanzieinrichtung in der Kerbe (98) einzufangen, dann Drehen des Zylinders, um die Stiftkammern in Gehäuse und Zylinder wieder auszurichten; und Entfernen des Hauptschüssels (M2) und der ersten der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (81) aus dem Schlüsselkanal (90).

17. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 15 mit den Schritten: Entfernen dieser der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (471, 472, 473, 474) durch Ausstoßen dieser der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung durch eine diese eine gemeinsame Stiftkammer (56) überneidende Ausstoßöffnung (486) im Gehäuse (417), mit den zusätzlichen Schritten Benutzen eines Benutzerschüssels (490) mit Bartelementen (B5/3C) zum Anorden dieser der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung anschließend an diese Ausstoßöffnung und Drehen des Zylinders (420) zu dieser Öffnung, Entfernen dieser der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung (481, 482) durch Ausstoßen dieser der Hauptecke zugeordneten Distanzieinrichtung durch eine diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überneidende Ausstoßöffnung (485) im Gehäuse (417), mit den zusätzlichen Schritten Benutzen eines Hauptschüssels (490) mit Bartelementen...
(B5/7C) zum Anordnen dieser der Hauptebe ne zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (481, 482) anschließend an die diese andere gemeinsame Stiftkammer (55) überschneidende Ausstoßöffnung (485) und Drehen des Zylinders (420) zu dieser Öffnung (486), und Anordnen einer Blockkier einrichtung (483) in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) und Anordnen dieser Blockkier einrichtung (483) anschließend an die Ausstos söffnung (485) in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55), um ein Entfernen dieser der Hauptebe ne zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung (481, 482) aus dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55) zu verhindern, wenn diese der Benutzerebene zugeordnete Distanzeinrichtung (471, 472, 473, 474) von dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56) entfernt wird.

18. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 13 mit den Schritten Anordnen von einer der Benutzerebene zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung in Form einer Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) mit einem kleineren Durchmesser als der Arbeitsstift (536) in dieser einen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (56), Anordnen von einer der Hauptebe ne zugeordneten Distanzeinrichtung in Form einer Hauptscheibe (581) mit einem kleineren Durchmesser als der Arbeitsstift (535) in dieser anderen gemeinsamen Stiftkammer (55), Vorsehen von Fanglöcher (545, 546) für die Benutzerstiftscheiben in der Umfangsfläche des Zylinders (520) in einem Winkelabstand von diesen entsprechenden gemeinsamen Stiftkammern (55, 56) mit einem kleineren Durchmesser als die Arbeitsstifte (535, 536) aber groß genug, um diese entsprechenden Benutzer und Hauptscheiben (571, 581) aufzunehmen, Ent fernen dieser Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) durch Anordnen dieser Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) über der Scherebene und Drehen des Zylinders (520), um die Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) in der Fangöffnung (545) einzu fangen, Ent fernen dieser Hauptscheibe (581) durch die Arbeitsstiftscheibe (535, 536) über der Scherebene und Drehen des Zylinders (520), um die Hauptscheibe (581) im Fangloch (545) einzufangen, Anordnen einer ersten Blockkier stiftscheibe (574), die im Durchmesser größer als dieses Fangloch (546) für die Benutzerstiftscheibe im Stiftkammer (56) zwischen dieser Benutzerstiftscheibe (571) und dem Hilfsschiff (516), und Anordnen einer zweiten Blockkier stiftscheibe (583), die im Durchmesser größer als dieses Fangloch (545) für die Hauptscheibe im Stiftkammer (55) zwischen dieser Hauptscheibe (581) und dem Hilfsschiff (515).

Revendications

1. Dispositif comportant une clé et un appareil de fermeture, l'appareil de fermeture comportant un logement (12, 14, 30), un cylindre (20) positionné en rotation dans le dit logement, avec une entrée de clé longitudinale (90) à l'intérieur, une pluralité de chambres de pistons (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56) s'étendant radialement à partir du dit logement pour aboutir dans le dit cylindre en intersection avec la dite entrée de clé, des pistons de commande (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) positionnés par coulissement dans les parties de logement des dites chambres de pistons, et des pistons de service (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) positionnés dans les parties du cylindre des dites chambres de pistons, l'interface entre le dit cylindre et le dit logement définissant un plan de cisaillage (100) à travers lequel les dits pistons de commande et les pistons de service peuvent se placer pour empêcher la rotation du dit cylindre dans le dit logement, et des moyens d'espacement amovibles au niveau de l'utilisateur pour reattache de la clé de l'utilisateur, comprenant au moins une entoîse (71, 72, 73, 74) positionnée dans une des dites chambres de pistons communes (56) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (36, 26) à l'intérieur de celle-ci; et la clé étant une clé de l'utilisateur (U1) comportant des panneaux (B6/9C, B5/1C) pour le positionnement du bas du piston de commande (36) dans une chambre de pistons commune (56) dans le dit plan de cisaillage (100) et du dessus du piston de service (25) dans l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) dans le dit plan de cisaillage (100); des moyens d'enlèvement étant prévus pour enlever les moyens d'espacement (71, 74) au niveau de l'utilisateur de la dite chambre de pistons commune (56); caractérisé en ce qu'il est en outre prévu un moyen d'espacement amovible au niveau du passe-partout pour retailler les passe-partout, comprenant au moins une entoîse (81, 82) positionnée dans une autre chambre de pistons commune (55) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (35, 25) à l'intérieur; un passe-partout (M1) ayant des panneaux (B6/1C, B5/5C) pour positionner le dessus du piston de service (26) dans une chambre commune (56) dans le dit plan de cisaillage (100) et le bas du piston de commande (35) dans l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) dans le dit plan de cisaillage (100); des moyens d'enlèvement pour enlever les dits moyens d'espacement (81, 82) au niveau du passe-partout de l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55); et des moyens d'espacement permanents du passe-partout (80) positionnés dans une troisième chambre de pistons commune (51) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (31, 21) à l'intérieur, et en ce que la dite clé de l'utilisateur a des panneaux (B1/8C) pour positionner le dessus du piston de service dans la troisième chambre de pistons commune dans le dit plan de cisaillage, le dit passe-partout (M1) ayant des panneaux (B1/7C) pour positionner le bas du piston de commande dans la troisième chambre de pistons commune dans le dit plan de cisaillage.

2. Dispositif de la revendication 1, comprenant: une pluralité d'entoîses au niveau de l'utilisateur (71, 74) positionnées dans l'une des dites
chambres de pistons communes (56) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (36, 26), des moyens d’enlèvement pour l’enlèvement sélectif des dites entretoues au niveau de l’utilisateur, une à la fois, de la dite chambre de pistons commune, et une pluralité de clés de l’utilisateur (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5), l’une d’elles comprenant des pannetons pour positionner le bas du piston de commande (36) dans une chambre de pistons commune (56) dans le plan de cisaillement pour chaque moyen d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur; et une pluralité d’entretoues (81, 82) au niveau du passe-partout, positionnées dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (35, 25) à l’intérieur, des moyens d’enlèvement pour l’enlèvement sélectif des dites entretoues au niveau du passe-partout, une à la fois, de la dite chambre de pistons commune (55), et une pluralité de moyens de passe-partout (M1, M2, M3), dont un comportant des pannetons (B5/56, B5/3C, B5/1C) pour positionner le bas du piston de commande dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune dans le plan de cisaillement pour chaque entretoue au niveau du passe-partout.

3. Dispositif de la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que l’entrée de clé (90) sur le cylindre débouche à la surface périphérique du cylindre sur le côté du cylindre diagonallement opposé aux ouvertures des chambres de pistons à la surface périphérique du cylindre, les dits moyens d’enlèvement pour les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur comprenant une clé de l’utilisateur (U2) comportant des pannetons (B8/7C) ayant pour but de positionner les dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur au-dessus du plan de cisaillement et une encoche (96) dans la partie dorsale (SP) de la dite clé de l’utilisateur (U2) pouvant s’aligner avec une chambre commune (56) et dimensionnée pour recevoir les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur; et en ce que les dits moyens d’enlèvement pour les moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout comportent des pannetons ayant pour but de positionner les dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur au-dessus du plan de cisaillement (100) et une encoche (98) dans la partie dorsale (SP) du passe-partout (M2) pouvant s’aligner avec l’autre chambre commune (55) et dimensionnée pour recevoir les moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout.

4. Dispositif de la revendication 3, comportant des cames dans l’entrée de clé pour faire sortir le piston de commande (36) de l’encoche (96) et de l’entrée de clé, caractérisé en ce que les dites cames comportent une arête biseautée (92, 94) dans la dite entrée de clé, l’entrée de clé venant couper la surface périphérique du cylindre.

5. Dispositif de la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que les dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur comportent une pluralité de rondelles de piston (71, 72, 73, 74) empilées ensemble et positionnées dans une chambre de pistons commune (56), et caractérisé en ce que les rondelles (71, 72, 73, 74) de la dite pile sont retenues ensemble par une matière cassante (201, 202, 203, 205, 207).

6. Dispositif de la revendication 2 ou 5, caractérisé en ce que les moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout comprennent une pluralité de rondelles de piston (81, 82) empilées ensemble et positionnées dans une chambre de pistons commune (55).

7. Dispositif de la revendication 1, comprenant:
- un piston de commande (231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236) avec tenon (301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306) s’étendant d’une extrémité du piston pour aboutir dans une des chambres communes et un piston de service correspondant (211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216) dans chaque chambre commune ayant une ouverture rainurée (291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296) à une extrémité doucement raidonée et conforme pour recevoir le dit tenon;
- des moyens de rotation du piston de faire tourner le piston de service à une position où l’ouverture rainurée est orientée transversalement par rapport à l’axe longitudinal du cylindre (220); et
des cames pour faire sortir le tenon de la dite ouverture rainurée.

8. Dispositif de la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que la came comporte une surface arrondie du côté distal du tenon (304), et une rainure à la surface périphérique du cylindre prolongeant la dite ouverture rainurée (294) dans le piston de service (214) lorsque l’ouverture rainurée est orientée transversalement par rapport à l’axe longitudinal du cylindre.

9. Dispositif de la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que:
- les moyens d’enlèvement des dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur comportent une ouverture d’éjection (486) dans le logement (417) venant couper une chambre de pistons commune (56), et une clé de l’utilisateur (490) avec pannetons (86/5C) pour positionner les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur à côté de l’ouverture d’éjection;

10. Dispositif de la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que:
- les dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de
l'utilisateur sont une rondelle (471) de piston au niveau de l'utilisateur, et l'ouverture d'éjection (486) venant couper une chambre de pistons commune (55) est positionnée pour s'aligner avec la rondelle (471) de piston au niveau de l'utilisateur lorsqu'il se déplace vers le haut. La position de la rondelle est définie par sa face inférieure dans le plan de cisaillement (100) sur le cylindre (420) qui est suffisamment grand pour permettre le passage à travers celui-ci de la rondelle (471) du piston au niveau de l'utilisateur.

Les dits moyens d'espacement au niveau du passe-partout étant une rondelle (481) de piston au niveau du passe-partout et la dite ouverture d'éjection (485) venant couper l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) étant positionnée pour s'aligner avec la dite rondelle (481) de piston au niveau du passe-partout lorsque la dite rondelle de piston au niveau du passe-partout est positionnée avec sa surface inférieure dans le plan de cisaillement sur le cylindre (420) qui est suffisamment grand pour permettre le passage à travers celui-ci de la rondelle (481) de piston au niveau du passe-partout et les moyens d'obturation comportent une rondelle (483) du piston d'obturation de dimension plus grande que le trou d'éjection (485) qui vient couper l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) et une clé de l'utilisateur (490) comportant des panneaux (85/1C) pour positionner la dite rondelle (483) du piston d'obturation à côté du trou d'éjection (485) où elle vient couper l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) et avec la surface inférieure du piston d'obturation dans le plan de cisaillement.

11. Dispositif de la revendication 10, comportant un évidement (445) à la surface périphérique du cylindre (420) à côté d'une chambre de pistons commune (55), ainsi qu'un autre évidement (446) à la surface périphérique du cylindre (420) à côté de l'autre chambre de pistons commune (56).

12. Dispositif de la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que les dits moyens d'espacement au niveau de l'utilisateur comportent une rondelle (571) de piston de l'utilisateur d'un diamètre plus petit que celui du piston de commande (536) dans une chambre de pistons commune (58), les dits moyens d'espacement au niveau du passe-partout comportant une rondelle (581) de piston de passe-partout d'un diamètre plus petit que celui du piston de commande (536) de l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55), les dits moyens d'enlèvement des dits moyens d'espacement au niveau de l'utilisateur comportant un trou de captage (546) de la rondelle de piston au niveau de l'utilisateur à la surface périphérique du cylindre (520), à une distance espacée angulairement d'une chambre (58) de pistons commune, d'un diamètre plus petit que le piston de commande (536), mais suffisamment grand pour recevoir la rondelle (571) du piston au niveau de l'utilisateur et une clé de l'utilisateur (590) comportant des panneaux (86/9C) pour positionner la rondelle (571) du piston de l'utilisateur au-dessus du plan de cisaillement (100) et les dits moyens d'enlèvement pour les moyens d'espacement au niveau du passe-partout comportant un trou de captage (545) de la rondelle du piston de passe-partout à la surface périphérique du cylindre (520) à une distance espacée angulairement de l'autre chambre de pistons commune (56), d'un diamètre plus petit que le piston de commande (536) mais suffisamment grand pour recevoir la rondelle (581) du piston de passe-partout et un passe-partout (592) comportant des panneaux (85/5C) pour positionner la rondelle (581) du piston de passe-partout au-dessus du plan de cisaillement (100) et comportant une première rondelle (574) de piston d'obturation d'un diamètre plus grand que celui du trou (546) de captage de la rondelle du piston de l'utilisateur, positionnée dans une chambre (56) de pistons commune entre la rondelle (571) de piston de l'utilisateur et le piston de service (516), et une deuxième rondelle (583) de piston d'obturation d'un diamètre plus gros que le trou (545) de captage de rondelle de passe-partout, positionnée dans l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) entre la rondelle (581) du piston de passe-partout et le piston de service (515).

13. Méthode de rétention des clés comportant une clé et un appareil de fermeture, l'appareil de fermeture ayant un logement (12, 14, 30), un cylindre (20) positionné en rotation dans le dit logement avec une entrée de clé longitudinale (90) située à l'intérieur, une pluralité de chambers de pistons (51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56) s'étendant radialement à partir du dit logement (30) dans le cylindre pour venir couper l'entrée de clé (90), des pistons de commande (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) étant positionnés par coulissement dans des parties du logement des dites chambers de pistons, les pistons de service (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) étant positionnés dans les parties du cylindre des dites chambers de pistons, l'interface entre le cylindre et le logement définissant un plan de cisaillement (100) à travers lequel les pistons de commande et les pistons de service peuvent s'étendre pour empêcher la rotation du cylindre dans le dit logement, et des moyens d'espacement amovibles au niveau de l'utilisateur (71) d'une des chambers de pistons communes (56) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) à l'intérieur de la méthode comportant les étapes suivantes: a) enlèvement des moyens d'espacement au niveau de l'utilisateur (71) d'une des chambers de pistons communes (56) par l'introduction d'une clé de l'utilisateur (U1) comportant des panneaux (86/9C, 85/1C), pour positionner le bas des moyens d'espacement au niveau de l'utilisateur (71) dans une chambre de pistons commune (56) dans le plan de cisaillement (100) et le dessus du piston de service (25) dans l'autre chambre de pistons commune (55) dans le plan de cisaillement (100); et b) éjection des moyens d'espacement au niveau de l'utilisateur (71) d'une chambre de pistons commune (56);
caractérisée en ce que la méthode comporte la fourniture des moyens d’espacement amovibles au niveau du passe-partout (81, 82) positionnés dans une autre des chambres de pistons communes (55) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (35, 25) à l’intérieur; et en variante ou en plus des étapes a) et b), les étapes de:

c) enlèvement des moyens d’espacement (81) au niveau du passe-partout de l’autre des dites chambres de pistons communes (55) par l’introduction d’un passe-partout (M1) comportant des pannetons (B6/1C, B5/5C), pour positionner le dessus du piston de service (26) dans une chambre commune (56) dans le plan de cisaillement (100) et le bas des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) dans le plan de cisaillement (100); et
d) éjection des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) de l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55),

la méthode comportant également les étapes de positionnement des moyens permanents d’espacement du passe-partout (80) dans une troisième chambre de pistons commune (51) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (31, 21) à l’intérieur, et en utilisant une clé de l’utilisateur (U1) comportant des pannetons (B1/3C) pour positionner le dessus du piston de service (21) dans la troisième chambre de pistons commune (51) dans le plan de cisaillement (100) et en utilisant un passe-partout (M1) comportant des pannetons (B1/7C) pour positionner le bas du piston de commande (31) dans la troisième chambre de pistons commune (51) dans le plan de cisaillement (100).

14. Méthode de la revendication 13, comportant les étapes de:

positionnement d’une pluralité de moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (71, 72, 73, 74) dans une des chambres de pistons communes (56) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (36, 26), et en utilisant une clé parmi une pluralité de clés de l’utilisateur (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5) comportant des pannetons (B6/9C, B6/7C, B6/SC, B6/3C, B6/1C) pour positionner le bas des moyens d’espacement sélectionnés au niveau de l’utilisateur à enlever dans le plan de cisaillement (100) pour chaque moyen d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur; et

le positionnement d’une pluralité de moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81, 82) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) entre les pistons de commande et les pistons de service (35, 25) et l’utilisation d’un passe-partout parmi une pluralité de passe-partout (M1, M2, M3) possédant des pannetons (B5/5C, B5/3C, B5/1C) pour le positionnement du bas des moyens d’espacement choisis (81, 82) au niveau du passe-partout à enlever dans le plan de cisaillement (100) pour chaque moyen d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout.

15. Méthode de la revendication 13, comprenant les étapes suivantes: enlèvement des moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (71) en introduisant dans l’entrée de clé (90) une clé de l’utilisateur (U2) comportant des pannetons (B6/7C) pour le positionnement du bas des moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (71) dans une chambre de pistons commune (56) dans le dit plan de cisaillement (100) et le haut du piston de service dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune dans le plan de cisaillement, la dite clé (U2) ayant également une encoche (96) dans sa partie dorsale suffisamment profonde pour capter les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (71);

rotation du cylindre pour capter les moyens d’espacement (71) dans l’encoche (96) et rotation du cylindre (20) pour réaligner les chambres de pistons dans le logement et le cylindre;

enlèvement de la clé de l’utilisateur (U2) et des moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (71) de l’entrée de clé (90).

16. Méthode de la revendication 15, comportant les étapes suivantes:

enlèvement des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) de l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) en introduisant dans l’entrée de clé (90) un passe-partout (M2) comportant une encoche (98) sur sa partie dorsale (SP) suffisamment profonde pour les moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) et des pannetons (B5/3C, B6/1C) pour positionner le dessus du piston de service (26) dans une chambre commune (56) dans le plan de cisaillement (100) et le bas des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) dans le plan de cisaillement;

rotation du cylindre pour capter les moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout dans l’encoche (98), et rotation du cylindre pour réaligner les chambres de pistons dans le logement et le cylindre; et

enlèvement du passe-partout (M2) et des premiers moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (81) de l’entrée de clé (90).

17. Méthode de la revendication 13, comportant l’étape de:

enlèvement des dits moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (471, 472, 473, 474) en éjectant les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur par une ouverture d’éjection (486) dans le logement (417) venant couper la chambre de pistons commune (56), y compris les étapes supplémentaires consistant à utiliser une clé (490) avec pannetons (B6/5C) pour positionner les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur à côté de l’ouverture d’éjection et rotation du cylindre (420) vers la dite ouverture,

enlèvement des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (481, 482) par l’éjection des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout à travers une ouverture d’éjection (485) dans le logement (417) venant couper l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55), y compris les étapes supplémentaires consistant à utiliser un passe-partout (450) avec des pannetons (B6/7C).
pour le positionnement des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (481, 482) à côté de l’ouverture d’éjection (485) venant couper la chambre de pistons commune (55) et rotation du cylindre (420) vers la dite ouverture (485), et positionnement des moyens d’obturation (483) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) et positionnement des moyens d’obturation (483) à côté de l’ouverture d’éjection (485) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) pour empêcher l’enlèvement des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout (481, 482) de l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) lorsque les moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur (471, 472, 473, 474) sont enlevés de l’autre chambre de pistons commune (56).

18. Méthode de la revendication 13, comportant les étapes de positionnement des moyens d’espacement au niveau de l’utilisateur sous la forme d’une rondelle (571) pour pistons de l’utilisateur d’un diamètre plus petit que celui du piston de commande (536) dans une chambre de pistons commune (56), positionnement des moyens d’espacement au niveau du passe-partout sous la forme d’une rondelle (581) de piston de passe-partout d’un diamètre plus petit que celui du piston de commande (535) dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55), en prévoyant des trous de captage de la rondelle de piston (545, 546) à la surface périphérique du cylindre (520) à des distances espacées angulairement des chambres de pistons communes respectives (55, 56) et d’un diamètre plus petit que les pistons de commande (535, 536), mais suffisamment gros pour recevoir les rondelles des pistons de l’utilisateur et des pistons du passe-partout respectives (571, 581), l’enlèvement de la rondelle de piston de l’utilisateur (571) en positionnant la rondelle (571) du piston de l’utilisateur au-dessus du plan de cisaillement, et la rotation du cylindre (520) pour capter la rondelle (571) du piston de l’utilisateur dans le trou de captage (545), l’enlèvement de la rondelle (581) du piston du passe-partout par positionnement de la rondelle (581) du piston de passe-partout au-dessus du plan de cisaillement, et la rotation du cylindre (520) pour capter la rondelle (581) du piston de passe-partout dans le trou de captage (545), positionnement d’une première rondelle (574) de piston d’obturation d’un diamètre plus grand que celui du trou (546) de captage de la rondelle de piston de l’utilisateur dans une chambre de pistons commune (56) entre la rondelle (571) du piston de l’utilisateur et le piston de service (516), et positionnement d’une deuxième rondelle (583) de piston d’obturation d’un diamètre plus grand que celui du trou (545) de captage de la rondelle de piston de passe-partout dans l’autre chambre de pistons commune (55) entre la rondelle (581) de piston de passe-partout et le piston de service (515).